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ST. OSWALD AND NETHERTON AND ORRELL AREA COMMITTEE 
Date of Meeting: 22 January 2004 
 
CROSBY AREA COMMITTEE 
Date of Meeting:  28 January 2004 
 
SEFTON EAST PARISHES AREA COMMITTEE 
Date of Meeting: 19 February 2004 
 
  
Title of Report: Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study – Preferred 

Scheme Option  
  
 
Report Of:  
P.A. Williams – Technical Services Director 
 
Contact Officer: 
Phil Hunt            Ext. 4228   
Keith Davies      Ext. 4260  
 
 
 
 

 This report contains Yes No 

 CONFIDENTIAL information/  3  

 EXEMPT information by virtue of   
 Paragraph(s) ................. of Part 1 of  3  

 Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act   
 1972   

 Is the decision on this report DELEGATED? 3   

 
Purpose of Report 
 
To advise Members of the results of the public consultation in respect to the 
Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study, and the recommendation for the 
development of the Single Carriageway Link option between (A565) Southport 
Road and Switch Island. 
 
Recommendation(s) 
 
It is recommended that: 
1. Members note the contents of the report 
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Corporate Objective Monitoring 
 

Corporate 
Objective 

 Positive 
Impact 

Neutral 
Impact 

Negative 
Impact 

 

1. Regenerating the Borough through Partnership 3    

2. Raising the standard of Education & Lifelong 
Learning 

 3   

3. Promoting Safer and More Secure 
Communities 

3    

4. Creating a Healthier, Cleaner & Greener 
Environment through policies for Sustainable 
Development. 

3    

5. Strengthening Local Democracy through 
Community Participation. 

3    

6. Promoting Social Inclusion, Equality of Access 
and Opportunity 

3    

7. Improving the Quality of Council Services  3   

 
 
Financial Implications 
 
The cost of progressing the development of the preferred scheme will be 
funded from the 2003/2004 Local Transport Plan Capital Programme and 
future years allocations. Any additional financial consequences resulting from 
any adverse impacts on properties or land will need to be funded from the 
LTP capital program. 
 
 
Departments consulted in the preparation of this Report: 
 

Central Departments 
 

 Director Date 

Finance   

Legal   

Personnel   

 

Other Departments: 

Technical Services 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
P A Williams 

 Technical Services Director 
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1.0      Background 
 
1.1 In December 2003 Sefton Council completed a comprehensive public 

consultation to gain the views of local residents and businesses in 
respect to proposals resulting from the outcome of the Thornton to 
Switch Island Corridor Study.  

 
1.2 As a result of the feedback from the consultation process, significant 

support was identified for the development of the Single Carriageway 
Link Option between A(565) Southport Road and Switch Island. The 
public consultation also highlighted support for additional detailed 
assessments of the options and further public consultations to be 
conducted in respect to the alignment of the single carriageway link in 
the Netherton area. 

 
 1.3 The attached report made to Cabinet Member – Technical Services 

advises Members of the results of the public consultation and the 
recommendation to develop the Single Carriageway Link Option 
between A(565) Southport Road and Switch Island. 
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Meeting: Cabinet Member – Technical Services  14th January  2004 
    
Title of Report: Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study – Preferred 

Scheme Option  
 
Report Of:  
P.A. Williams – Technical Services Director 
 
Contact Officer: 
Phil Hunt         Ext. 4228 
Keith Davies   Ext. 4260 
 

 This report contains Yes No 

 CONFIDENTIAL information/  3  

 EXEMPT information by virtue of   
 Paragraph(s) ................. of Part 1 of  3  

 Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act   
 1972   

 Is the decision on this report DELEGATED? 3   

 
Purpose of Report 
 
To inform Members of the results of the public consultation in respect to the 
Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study and to seek approval for the 
development of the Single Carriageway Link option between (A565) Southport 
Road and Switch Island 
 
Recommendation(s) 
 
It is recommended that: 
 
2. The Petition submitted relating to the opening of Netherton Green be 

noted 
3. The results of the public consultation in respect to the Thornton to Switch 

Island Corridor Study be noted 
4. A single carriageway link from Switch Island to A565 in Thornton, within 

the corridor identified in the report, be approved as the preferred scheme 
option 

5. A further report be submitted to seek approval for the detailed alignment 
of the preferred scheme in the Netherton area following further 
assessments and public consultation on the alternative options as 
discussed in this report 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Report Agreed/Not Agreed/Comments (if any) 
 
 

 
 

Cabinet Member 
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Corporate Objective Monitoring 
 

Corporate 
Objective 

 Positive 
Impact 

Neutral 
Impact 

Negative 
Impact 

 

1. Regenerating the Borough through Partnership 3    

2. Raising the standard of Education & Lifelong 
Learning 

 3   

3. Promoting Safer and More Secure 
Communities 

3    

4. Creating a Healthier, Cleaner & Greener 
Environment through policies for Sustainable 
Development. 

3    

5. Strengthening Local Democracy through 
Community Participation. 

3    

6. Promoting Social Inclusion, Equality of Access 
and Opportunity 

3    

7. Improving the Quality of Council Services  3   

 
 
Financial Implications 
 
The cost of progressing the development of the preferred scheme will be 
funded from the 2003/2004 Local Transport Plan Capital Programme and 
future years allocations. Any additional financial consequences resulting from 
any adverse impacts on properties or land will need to be funded from the 
LTP capital program. 
 
 
 
Departments consulted in the preparation of this Report: 
 

Central Departments 
 

 Director Date 

Finance   

Legal   

Personnel   

 

Other Departments: Planning 

Technical Services 
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List of background papers relied upon in the preparation of this report 
Merseyside Local Transport Plan 2001 – 2006 

           Committee Report ”Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Consultation – Results 
and Conclusions of Stage 1 Consultation Process” – Technical Services 
Committee (21 June 2000) 

 Committee Report “ Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study” – Cabinet 
Member Technical Services (3 July 2002) 

 “Guidance on the New Approach to Appraisal” DETR – 1998 
 “Guidance on the Methodology for Multi-Modal Studies - GOMMMS” DETR – 

March 2000 
 “Applying the Multi-modal New Approach to Appraisal to Highway Schemes” 

DETR – March 2001  
 Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study Report – August 2003 
 Committee Report  “Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study – Appraisal 

Results” – Cabinet Member Technical Services (27 August 2003) 
 “Thornton Project – Final Results” Mott MacDonald – December 2003 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

P A Williams 
Technical Services Director 
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2.0      Background 
 
1.1 The need for an improved route between Switch Island and Southport 

Road (A565T) was identified in 1968 during the planning process for 
the M57, M58, & M62 motorways. Following their construction a 
number of proposals to provide a direct link between Switch Island and 
Scaffold Lane, Ince Blundell, bypassing Netherton and Thornton were 
developed.  The preferred scheme (the Blue Route) was finally turned 
down by the Secretary of State following a Public Inquiry in May 1995. 
The Council resolved not to pursue this scheme and commissioned an 
area wide integrated transport study to access transport needs and 
evaluate improvement options. This study was concluded in September 
1996 and it’s recommendations included proposals for improvements 
along the Thornton to Switch Island Corridor. These proposals included 
a direct link between Switch Island and the Northern Perimeter Road, 
the upgrading of the Brickwall Lane/Lydiate Lane junction, and a 
localised bypass for Thornton. In March 1997, the Council resolved to 
develop these proposals, with the exception of the Thornton Bypass, 
and they were subsequently carried forward into the Merseyside 
Provisional Local Transport Plan (LTP).   

 
1.2 Public Consultations carried out for the Provisional LTP highlighted a 

range of different opinions in respect to these proposals along the 
Corridor. In order to resolve these issues, the Council conducted a 
comprehensive consultation in May 2000 to gain the views and 
ownership in the process of all the residents and businesses along the 
corridor between Thornton and Switch Island. The consultation was 
designed to focus on all the transport problems and potential solutions 
along the Corridor.    

 
1.3 As a result of the feedback from the consultation, six highway options 

were identified for further consideration in the form of an extensive 
appraisal process. These were: 
Option 1 - The do minimum approach, i.e. maintenance and signing of 
existing highway 
Option 2 - The Switch Island Link Road and the improvement of the 
Brickwall Lane Junction 
Option 3 - A package of co-ordinated improvements, including a 
Thornton Bypass, Brickwall Lane Junction Improvements and the 
Switch Island Link Road 
Option 4 - A package of co-ordinated improvements, including a 
Thornton Bypass, Netherton Relief Road and the Switch Island Link 
Road  
Option 5 - A new single carriageway highway link between Switch 
Island and A565 Southport Road/Ince Road 
Option 6 - A new dual carriageway highway link between Switch Island 
and the Formby Bypass  

 
1.4 In order to ensure that the appraisal process was comprehensive two 

variations of Option 4 and three variations of Option 5 were considered. 
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1.5 The question of whether the problems along the Corridor could be 

solved by improving public transport alone was fully investigated. 
Following a detailed analysis it was concluded that because of the wide 
distribution of the origin and destination of trips through the corridor, 
neither the provision of additional bus services nor improvements to the 
rail network could sufficiently reduce demand for private car trips. As a 
result the assessment of solutions in respect to transport problems 
along the Corridor focused on road based schemes. 

 
1.6 The scheme options as listed in paragraph 1.3 of this report were 

appraised using the “Guidance on the Methodology for Multi-modal 
Studies” or GOMMMS method as required by Government for highway 
schemes likely to cost more than £5 million. The appraisal process 
assessed each of the highway options against a Do-Minimum scenario 
(Option 1). 

 
1.7 Each option was assessed against the Government’s five criteria for 

transport. These are: 

• Environmental Impact – protecting the built and natural environment 

• Safety – to improve safety for all road users 

• Economy – supporting sustainable economic activity in appropriate 
locations and getting good value for money 

• Accessibility – improving access to everyday facilities for those                                                
without a car and reducing community severance 

• Integration – ensuring that all decisions are taken in the context of 
the government’s integrated transport policy   

 
1.8 Work started on appraising the options in October 2000 and good 

progress was made despite the process being very extensive and time 
consuming. The GOMMMS appraisal necessitated the development of 
a SATURN Computer Transportation Model in order to model the traffic 
effects of the various options. However, progress on elements of the 
assessment was delayed until the Highways Agency identified their 
preferred scheme design for the proposed Switch Island Phase 2 
Improvements. 

 
1.9 Whilst the appraisal focused on the impacts of each of the options in 

respect to the Corridor area, it was also recognised that it would be 
necessary to consider the wider impacts of the options on areas 
outside the immediate study corridor. 

 
1.10 Merseytravel was consulted to identify potential issues for public 

transport in respect to each of the options included in the appraisal 
process.   
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2.0     The Results of the Appraisal Process 
 
2.1 In selecting a preferred scheme option for the Thornton to Switch 

Island Corridor all the options were assessed against the GOMMMS 
criteria. The potential impact of each option was also considered in 
respect to forecast traffic flows and congestion within the study area. 
The overall results of the GOMMMS assessment for Options 3, 4, and 
5 are very similar. However, the merits and disadvantages of individual 
options became clearer when this information was considered in 
conjunction with the potential impact of each option in respect to 
forecast traffic flows and congestion. 

 
2.2  The Single Carriageway Link (Option 5A) performed well both in the 

GOMMMS assessment and in terms of forecast local traffic flows and 
congestion. It consistently exhibited advantages when compared to all 
the other options in the appraisal process. As a result it was agreed by 
Cabinet Member-Technical Services on 27 August 2003 that the Single 
Carriageway Link (Option 5A) would be the preferred option for the 
Thornton to Switch Island Corridor for the purpose of public 
consultation. 

 
3.0 The Public Consultation Process 
 
3.1 The Cabinet Member – Technical Services approved the public 

consultation process in respect to the Thornton to Switch Island Study 
on 27th August 2003.   

 
3.2 The public consultation exercise was structured to gain the views of 

both local people and a wide range of stakeholders in respect to the 
Council’s proposal. As a result the consultation process consisted of a 
number of important elements. These were: 
1. Leaflet drops to local residents and stakeholders  
2. Public Exhibitions 
3. Continuous media coverage throughout the consultation process 
4. A Presentation to the South Sefton Business Forum 
5. Report back to Cabinet Member – Technical Services in respect to 

the results of the consultation and to the St.Oswald and Netherton 
and Orrell Area Committee, the Crosby Area Committee and the 
Sefton East Parishes Area Committee for information.      

 
3.3 The leaflet and questionnaire were the main consultation tools (see 

Annex A). Over 10,000 were delivered to households and businesses 
in the Thornton, Netherton, and Crosby areas with a further 550 
distributed at the public exhibitions and over 1,250 made available at a 
variety of sources including local libraries and council buildings. In 
addition over 1,350 were distributed by council officers. Over 250 
leaflets were posted to council members and key stakeholders. The 
leaflet was full colour with an attached questionnaire that provided the 
opportunity for local people to comment on the Council’s proposal. The 
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distribution to households and businesses was carried out by 
Champion Newspapers, who later checked it’s effectiveness at 91 
residences. This check indicated that the distribution was at least 
91.2% effective. Champion Newspapers also redistributed leaflets and 
questionnaires to parts of Netherton identified by the Council including 
Netherton Green and Copy Lane. In addition, council officers hand 
delivered an additional 600 leaflets and questionnaires in the Copy 
Lane area east of Dunnings Bridge Road. In order to ensure that the 
maximum number of local people had the opportunity to participate in 
the consultation, a number of advertisements were placed in local 
newspapers together with press releases all providing information for 
people to receive more information and additional leaflets.  

 
3.4 The nature of the questionnaire distribution allowed 3 surveys to be 

conducted. These were: 

• A general survey of questionnaire delivered to households and 
businesses, made available in libraries and public buildings, or 
posted to residents on request. 

• A survey of questionnaires that were distributed at the public 
exhibitions 

• A survey of all the questionnaires distributed (total survey) 
 
3.5 The deadline for the return of questionnaires was originally set at 7th 

November but was later extended initially by one week to 14th 
November and then by a further three weeks to 5th December to give 
as many people as possible the opportunity to respond. A summary of 
responses received after the 20th November 2003 are attached to this 
report as an Annex. 

 
3.6 The results of the appraisal process and details of the Council’s 

preferred option as agreed by Cabinet Member – Technical Services 
were reported to the St.Oswald and Netherton and Orrell Area 
Committee, the Crosby Area Committee and the Sefton East Parishes 
Area Committee. All members of these three area committees were 
also invited to attend briefing sessions to discuss the appraisal process 
and the preferred option in detail with council officers. Parish Council 
members were also invited to these briefings.   

 
3.7 The public exhibitions were held at two accessible locations along the 

Corridor. These were: 

• The Packet Steamer in Netherton on Tuesday 21st October 2003 
between 1.00pm and 7.00pm 

• St. Frideswydes Church in Thornton on Wednesday 22nd October 
2003 between  1.00pm and 9.00pm 

 
3.8 The exhibitions were staffed by Council Officers and a representative 

from consultants Babtie, who conducted the Environmental Appraisal 
for the Thornton to Switch Island Corridor Study. The role of the staff at 
the exhibitions was to explain the details of the Council’s proposal and 
to listen to comments. The exhibits included details of the appraisal 
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process, detailed plans of the Council’s proposal and information 
detailing the impacts of the proposal. Specially marked leaflets and 
questionnaires were distributed to the 516 people who attended the 
exhibitions over the two days. A comments book was also available for 
completion. The public exhibitions were advertised in the consultation 
leaflet, on local radio and the local press. 

 
3.9 A further public exhibition was held at St Benets Parochial Centre in 

Chapel Lane on Wednesday 3rd December 2003 between 4pm and 
7pm at the request of local people. This exhibition was attended by 76 
people. The exhibition was followed by a Public Meeting which was 
arranged to give local people the opportunity to discuss the Council’s 
proposal specifically in respect to the Netherton Green and Copy Lane 
areas of Netherton. It was estimated that in excess of 250 people 
attended during the meeting. 

 
3.10 At the commencement of the consultation exercise Council Officers 

provided details of the results of the appraisal and the Council’s 
proposal to representatives of the local press. This information was 
supplemented with regular press statements giving details of the 
consultation process. More than 15 newspaper articles and 3 press 
releases were published in local newspapers including the Liverpool 
Echo, the Daily Post, the Crosby Herald, Bootle Times, and the Formby 
Visiter. A series of advertisements were also placed in local 
newspapers to promote the three exhibitions and the public meeting. 
Radio Merseyside both advertised the first two exhibitions and turned 
up at the first exhibition at the Packet Steamer in Netherton to interview 
local people. All the press releases and advertisements contained 
contact numbers for those people who required further information or 
additional leaflets and questionnaires. 

 
3.11 A presentation was made to the South Sefton Business Forum by 

Council Officers in order to seek the views of local businesses in 
respect to the proposal. 

 
3.12 Information in respect to the public consultation together with a copy of 

the consultation leaflet and questionnaire were also placed on Sefton 
Council’s web site on the internet. This information was later updated to 
advertise the third exhibition and the public meeting. 

 
 
4.0 Responses Received 
 
4.1 The consultation process involved the use of a variety of consultation 

tools. The responses detailed under subheadings 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 of 
this report refer to the responses received up to and including 5th 
December 2003.  

 
4.2 608 questionnaires were returned. 101 returns were returned from the 

550 distributed at the three public exhibitions (an 18.4% response rate) 
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and 507 returns were received as a result of the 12,850 distributed to 
households, businesses, and all other outlets (a 3.9% response rate). 
The responses were geographically well spread with 50.9% of the 
returns from residents in the Liverpool 23 post code area (Thornton) 
and 38.4% of the returns from residents in the Liverpool 30 post code 
area (Netherton).  A range of age groups was represented, but the 
majority (60.8%) of the questionnaires were completed by males as 
opposed to females (39.2%).  

 
4.3 592 people attended the three public exhibitions and 58 people made 

comments in the comments book provided. 
 
4.4 The council also received 14 individual written responses and e-mails 

together with over 20 telephone calls specifically commenting on the 
proposal since September 2003. More than 45 people visited council 
offices to view the plans of the Council’s proposal. In all over 90 e-mails 
and phone calls were received requesting more information and leaflets 
which were promptly posted out. 

 
 
5.0 Summary of Responses from Questionnaire 
 
5.1 The issues and answers provided in responses to the questionnaire 

have been analysed and presented in tabular form (see Annex C) in 
respect to the general survey, the exhibition survey, and in total with a 
summary of the responses. The reasons given by respondents for 
supporting or not supporting the Council’s proposal are also listed 
together with further comments made. 

 
5.2 In response to the question of how strongly respondents in the general 

survey agreed or disagreed with the need for a new highway link 
between Switch Island and Thornton: 

• 64.7% strongly agreed 

• 14.8% agreed 

• 1.2% neither agreed or disagreed 

• 4.5% disagreed 

• 14.8% strongly disagreed 
 

These findings were supported in the exhibition survey where: 

• 62.4% strongly agreed 

• 18% agreed 

• 1% neither agreed or disagreed 

• 5% disagreed 

• 14% strongly disagreed 
 

Overall, the total survey identified that: 

• 64.3% strongly agreed 

• 15.3% agreed 

• 1.2% neither agreed or disagreed 
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• 4.6% disagreed 

• 14.6% strongly disagreed 
 
This survey showed that 89.5% of respondents living in the post code 
area – Liverpool 23 (Thornton) and 68% of respondents living in the 
post code area – Liverpool 30 (Netherton) either agreed or strongly 
agreed with the need for a new highway link between Switch Island and 
Thornton. 

 
5.3 A majority of respondents in all three surveys supported the Council’s 

preferred option for a Single Carriageway Link between Switch Island 
and Thornton. The level of support in each survey was: 

• 57.4% in the general survey 

• 71.4% in the exhibition survey 

• 59.7% in the total survey 
 
The surveys identified the level of non-support for the Council’s 
preferred option. This was: 

• 42.6% in the general survey 

• 28.6% in the exhibition survey 

• 40.3% in the total survey 
 
The level of support for the preferred option was highest amongst those 
people who attended the exhibitions and filled in their questionnaires 
afterwards.  

 
5.4 Support for the preferred option was strongest amongst respondents 

from Thornton with 70.5% of them supporting the scheme. In contrast, 
45.8% of respondents from the Netherton area supported the preferred 
option whilst 54.2% were opposed. 

  
5.5 In the total survey, the reasons given for not supporting the preferred 

option included: 

• Concern that the proposal would not help reduce congestion and 
could even increase congestion in specific areas (30%) 

• Prefer a dual carriageway option (25%) 

• Concern about landscape and environment (3.7%) 

• Concern about more traffic on A565 (5.8%) 

• The position of new roundabout east of A565 (1.3%) 

• The reopening of Netherton Green for buses (7.5%) 

• Concern about more buses and traffic on Copy Lane (10%) 

• Do not want Northern Perimeter Road severed (9%) 

• Concern regarding more noise and pollution (7.5%) 

• Concern that the proposal would adversely affect them and their 
lives significantly due to it’s location (8%) 

 
5.6 12 questionnaires were received in the two weeks following the final 

closing date of 5 December 2003 for people to return questionnaires. 
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Of these, three respondents supported the Council’s preferred option 
whilst the other nine respondents were against.   

 
 
6.0 Summary of Responses from other elements of the Consultation 
 
6.1 Individual representations made in the comments book at the public 

exhibition (Table 1 in Annex B) showed 19% of those making written 
comments supporting the preferred scheme, 21% against, and 52% not 
stating a preference. Written comments were also made regarding a 
wide range of issues relating to the Council’s proposal (Tables 2 & 3 in 
Annex B).  

 
6.2 The public exhibitions provided a large amount of information regarding 

the issues and concerns of local people in respect to the preferred 
scheme option. These comments are listed in Annex B.  

 
6.3 Of the written responses received from the general public (Table 5 in 

Annex B) 77% did not state a preference in respect to the preferred 
scheme. However, a wide range of issues and concerns were raised 
(Table 6 in Annex B).  

 
6.4 A large number of telephone calls were received by council officers, the 

majority requesting additional leaflets and questionnaires or seeking 
clarification regarding aspects of the Council’s proposal. However, 19 
telephone calls were received from people stating a preference who 
wished to have their individual concerns recorded (Tables 7&8 in 
Annex B). The majority of these respondents were against the 
preferred option with the main cause of their concerns being the 
reopening of Netherton Green and buses using Copy Lane in two 
directions rather than one way in an easterly direction as at present.    

 
6.5 Of the key stakeholders who made a formal response in writing, the 

majority were in favour of the Council’s proposal. Merseytravel’s 
support for the preferred scheme was dependent on public transport in 
the area not being adversely affected. 

  
6.6 The emergency services were also invited to comment in respect to the 

Council’s proposal. Merseyside Police have made a number of initial 
observations including: 

• The closure of Lydiate Lane could adversely affect their response 
times 

• The closure of the Northern Perimeter Road could also adversely 
affect their response times if access was not provided for them 
through Netherton Green 

• They would prefer the new junction at Brickwall Lane to be signal 
controlled rather than a roundabout to facilitate the movement of 
heavy goods vehicles and escorted heavy loads in the area 
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The Operational Planning Department of Merseyside Fire Brigade 
made the following initial observations in respect to the Council’s 
preferred option: 

• The closure of Lydiate Lane could adversely affect their response 
times 

• The closure of the Northern Perimeter Road could also adversely 
affect their response times if access was not provided for them 
through Netherton Green   

They also highlighted their concerns regarding an existing problem of 
congestion caused by cars parking in Copy Lane outside the schools to 
pick up or drop off pupils.   
 
Discussions with the emergency services will be on-going and the 
Council will work closely with them to ensure that their needs are 
accommodated in developing the preferred scheme option. 

 
6.7 A petition was received signed by 43 residents objecting to the re-

opening of Netherton Green. A copy of the petition is included in Annex 
B of this report. 

 
6.8 The majority of people who attended the public meeting voted for the 

Council’s preferred option to be changed from Option 5A to Option 5B 
or 5C. One person whose property would be adversely affected by this 
change voted against. The public meeting also allowed discussion in 
respect to a range of issues that concerned local residents including: 

• The impact of high volumes of traffic on the new link road on the 
residential properties in the Chapel Lane / Netherton Green area. 

• The reopening of Netherton Green for buses and emergency 
service vehicles 

• The severing of the Northern Perimeter Road 

• Fears of increased levels of traffic on Copy Lane 
 
6.9 The South Sefton Business Forum welcomed the introduction of an 

improved highway link between A565 and Switch Island and therefore 
confirmed their support for the Council’s preferred option.  

 
 
7.0 The Recommended Preferred Scheme 
 
7.1 The public consultation process has been crucial in developing the way 

forward for the Thornton to Switch Island Corridor. It identified overall 
support for a new single carriageway highway link between Switch 
Island and A565.  

 
 
7.2 A range of concerns were identified in respect to the original proposal 

including: 

• Preference for a dual carriageway option 

• Potential increases in traffic levels on A565(T)  
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• The position of the proposed new roundabout east of Southport 
Road 

• The alignment of the new highway in respect to Holgate 

• The possible closure of part of Lydiate Lane 

• The reopening of Netherton Green 

• The severing of the Northern Perimeter Road 

• Potential increases in traffic levels on Netherton Lane, Chapel Lane 
and Copy Lane 

 
7.3 In recommending a preferred scheme option carefully consideration 

has been made of the key concerns raised in the public consultation 
process as listed in paragraph 7.2 of this report. 

 
7.4 Overall there was significant support for a dual carriageway option.  

This option (Option 6) was assessed in the appraisal process as 
reported to Cabinet Member – Technical Services on 27th August 2003. 
The option was rejected on the grounds that it’s adverse impacts on the 
environment and policy commitments would outweigh the benefits 
gained. One of the main aims being to devise a scheme that does not 
significantly increase highway capacity on the overall network. Given 
this assessment it is unlikely that the dual carriageway option would 
receive government support.     

 
7.5 The alignment of the proposed scheme from Brickwall Lane to A565 

received support from a majority of Thornton residents who participated 
in the consultation exercise. However, a number of key concerns were 
raised and amendments to the plan have been made in the Thornton 
area as listed below. 

   
7.5.1 Potential increases in traffic levels on A565(T) 
Initial findings indicate that traffic levels will increase by approximately 
6% on Moor Lane (Edge Lane to the Bypass) and 18% on A565 (Ince 
Blundell to Southport Road) as a result of the proposal. The reduction 
of traffic using Green Lane and Edge Lane will allow the phasing of the 
signals at the Green Lane/Quarry Road and Edge Lane/Moor Lane 
junctions to be adjusted in favour of traffic using the A565. Further 
improvements to improve the capacity of these junctions could 
potentially involve land take. The public consultation highlighted 
existing problems along A565 in terms of traffic congestion and excess 
traffic speed. In order to mitigate the impacts of traffic for local 
residents and ease the flow of traffic along this route, the Council 
intends to commence the development of a Route Management 
Strategy for the A565 in 2004/05. 

 
 

7.5.2 The position of the proposed new roundabout east of Southport 
Road 
The public consultation exercise highlighted the concerns of local 
residents on Southport Road and Park View in respect to the position 
of the proposed new roundabout east of Southport Road. Further 
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investigation identified that the alignment of this roundabout could be 
moved approximately 50 metres in a northward direction (plan included 
in Annex D) without compromising the performance of the proposed 
scheme option in the appraisal process. This revised alignment of the 
roundabout will result in the alignment of the new highway moving 
approximately 2 metres closer to Orchard House than originally 
proposed.   

 
7.5.3 The alignment of the new highway in respect to Holgate  
The proposed alignment of the new highway severs Holgate between 
Orchard House and the Gamekeeper Cottage. This will necessitate the 
introduction of mitigating measures including planting to reduce the 
impact of the new highway on these properties, the detail of which will 
be determined as a result of consultations with the residents 
concerned. The south section of Holgate will be closed to through 
traffic and a new access on to the new highway will be provided for 
Orchard House and the north section of Holgate. Public rights of way 
will be maintained. Local people and user groups will be consulted at 
the detailed design stage of the development of the scheme in order to 
ensure that adequate facilities are provided in the area for walkers, 
cyclists, and horse riders to cross the new highway safely. 
 
7.5.4 The possible closure of part of Lydiate Lane  
The Council’s proposal does provide the opportunity to close the 
section of Lydiate Lane (between Runnels Lane and Brickwall Lane). 
This would provide further environmental improvements for the 
Thornton area by further reducing traffic levels on Green Lane. 
However, the public consultation raised some concerns from local 
people regarding such a closure, particularly in respect to access to the 
crematorium in Thornton. In addition, Merseyside Police and 
Merseyside Fire Brigade have expressed concerns that the closure of 
this section of Lydiate could adversely affect their response times. The 
issue of Lydiate Lane will be considered as the preferred scheme is 
developed, but any future closure of the section between Runnels Lane 
and Brickwall Lane will be dependant on satisfying the access needs of 
the crematorium and the emergency services. 

 
7.6 The alignment of the proposed scheme from Brickwall Lane to Switch 

Island was not supported by a majority of residents in the Netherton 
area who participated in the public consultation exercise. Concerns 
were raised regarding a number of issues including: 

• The impact of high volumes of traffic on the new link road on 
residential properties in the Chapel Lane / Netherton Green area. 

• The reopening of Netherton Green for buses and emergency 
vehicles only 

• The severing of the Northern Perimeter Road 

• Potential increases in traffic levels on Netherton Lane, Chapel Lane 
and Copy Lane.  

7.7 The public consultation exercise identified significant support from 
residents in Netherton for the alignment of the new highway to be 
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rerouted northwards of the alignment of the Council’s proposal. As a 
result, further detailed assessments will be made regarding the impacts 
of the alignments of Options 5A, 5B, and 5C in respect to the Netherton 
area. These assessments will consider all the traffic management 
issues in respect to the above options and appraise the need for such 
measures as traffic calming on the local highway network.   
  

7.8 The recommended preferred scheme option is a single carriageway 
link between A565 Southport Road and Switch Island. It will take the 
alignment of an amended version of the Option 5A from A565 to 
Brickwall Lane and will include the modifications listed in paragraph 
7.5.2 of this report. Approximately 700 metres west of Brickwall Lane it 
will become a narrow band approximately 50 metres wide at it’s widest 
point to accommodate the alignments of options 5A, 5B, and 5C. 
Between Brickwall Lane and Switch Island the preferred scheme will 
encompass a band approximately 250 metres wide at it’s widest point, 
which will embrace the alignments of Options 5A, 5B, and 5C (as 
indicated in the plan included in Annex D). Updated plans will be 
distributed at the meeting of Cabinet Member-Technical Services. 

 
7.9 The estimated cost of the Single Carriageway Link from Switch Island 

to A565 Southport Road is approximately £9.0 million based on 
November 2002 prices.    

 
7.10 In developing the preferred scheme the Cabinet Member is advised 

that there could be financial implications for the Council as a 
consequence of the potentially adverse effects on a number of 
residential properties and parcels of land. At the present time the extent 
of any liability cannot be quantified.  

 
 
8.0 The Further Development of the Preferred Scheme 
 
8.1 There are a number of important issues that need to be considered in 

the further development of the preferred scheme for the Thornton to 
Switch Island Corridor. These include: 

• Confirmation of the alignment of the new highway in the Netherton 
area 

• Further Consultation 

• Further Design Work 

• Development of a Funding Package 

• The Planning Process 
 
 
8.2 Confirmation of the alignment of the new highway in the Netherton area 
 
8.2.1 The alignment of the single carriageway highway link in the Netherton 

area will be determined following further detailed assessment work has 
been carried out on Options 5A, 5B, and 5C and their impacts on the 
local area. This assessment will also consider the traffic management 
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issues and identify the possible need for such measures as traffic 
calming on the local highway network. The results of this assessment 
will be the subject of further public consultations with local residents. A 
further report on the results of this assessment and the subsequent 
public consultation will then be submitted to Cabinet Member – 
Technical Services to seek approval for the final proposed alignment. 

 
8.3 Further Consultation 

 
8.3.1 It is proposed to produce and distribute a further news update leaflet to 

local people giving details of the results of the public consultation and 
explaining the next stages in the scheme’s development. 

 
8.3.2 Once the alignment of the proposed new highway is determined as 

discussed in paragraph 8.2.1 of this report, the further design of the 
preferred scheme option will consider all the issues raised in the 
consultation process. Further consultation will take place with local 
residents in respect to the detailed elements of the scheme as they are 
developed. Key stakeholders including the emergency services will 
also be consulted further. The continued involvement of Merseytravel, 
and local transport operators will ensure that public transport provision 
throughout the local area is not adversely affected. 

 
8.4 Further Design Work 

 
8.4.1 The development of the preferred scheme will require a number of 

elements of further design work. These include: 

• Further development of measures to mitigate the impact of local 
traffic movements in respect to the preferred scheme option 

• Additional traffic modelling - this will need to be carried out to 
determine the impacts of both low and high traffic growth in respect 
to the preferred option. This modelling work will also establish in 
greater detail the amendments proposed to the local highway 
network. 

• Progressing the next stages of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment for the scheme - this will involve the production of a 
Scoping Report for submission to the Planning Department. The 
Scoping Report will lay out the terms of reference for a full 
Environmental Impact Assessment on the preferred scheme 

• The preparation of an Economic Impact Report in respect to the 
scheme -  to assess it’s impact in terms of the regeneration and 
employment on the area  

• Detailed assessments of the proposed junction layouts and highway 
design of the preferred scheme 

• A next best option for comparison purposes will need to be 
developed to meet Department of Transport final appraisal 
requirements. The remaining options all have detrimental impacts at 
various locations along the study corridor except for option 6 which 
whilst meeting the study objectives has adverse environmental 
impacts. It will consequently be necessary to seek the guidance of 
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Gov. Office and the Department of Transport on this aspect of the  
scheme development which will need to be the subject of a further 
report to Cabinet Member – Technical Services as the scheme 
development proceeds. 

 
8.5 The Development of a Funding Package 
 
8.5.1 The successful delivery of the preferred scheme option is very much 

dependant on achieving adequate funding for the project.  Funding for 
this major scheme proposal will be sought from the Government 
through the Local Transport Plan Process. The scheme will need to be 
identified within the North West Regional Programme as it will also 
need to compete on a regional basis for available funds. In addition, all 
other sources of potential funding, including for example the Private 
Finance Initiative, will be explored. 

 

8.6 The Planning Process 
 
8.6.1 Sefton Council’s Planning Department have been kept informed of 

progress in respect to the Thornton to Switch Island Study and the 
revised deposit draft of the Unitary Development Plan (UDP) has been 
updated to reflect progress on this issue. 

 
8.6.2 In the light of the issues raised in this report and the continuing 

uncertainty over the preferred alignment, guidance has been sought 
from Counsel representing the Council at the UDP Inquiry, which starts 
on 23 March 2004.  Had it been possible for the Council to approve the 
preferred alignment in advance of the Inquiry, there would have been 
advantages in introducing the proposal as a Pre-Inquiry Change to 
allow objections to be heard and for the Inspector to make a 
recommendation.  However, Counsel’s advice is that in the current 
situation, where it would be necessary to designate quite a wide 
safeguarding area on the Proposals Map, the disadvantages of blight 
outweigh any potential benefits in protecting the route from possible 
prejudicial development.  The land through which the route passes is 
already protected by Green Belt policies. 

 
8.6.3 For the purposes of the forthcoming Inquiry, it is simply proposed to 

submit a further update to the text of the UDP to reflect the position set 
out in this report.  
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8.6.4 It is anticipated that following the Public Inquiry and receipt of the 

Inspector’s recommendations, the UDP will be adopted by the end of 
2004.  The preferred route  could then be incorporated as a proposed 
amendment to the development plan under the new statutory system of 
Local Development Frameworks which will come into force in mid-
2004.  This provides for the adopted UDP to be “saved”  for a period of 
up to 3 years and for a flexible process of replacement and updating 
through the preparation of new Local Development Documents(LDD). 
The likely approach would be to prepare an  early LDD which would, 
subject to the outcome of a public inquiry,   provide a revised 
development plan framework for a subsequent planning application.  

 
 
9.0 Revised Timetable of Events 
 
9.1 The revised timetable for the development of the preferred scheme is:- 
 

Preferred Scheme Confirmed      January 2004 
 
Further Assessments and design on the preferred option       2004/05 

 
Make submissions for funding          2005 
 
Local Development Document and Inquiry   2005/06 
 
Planning Application      2005/06

  
Commence Land Acquisition Negotiations   2006/07 
 

 Side rd. orders and closures     2006/07 
 
Earliest Date for commencement of construction       2007 
 
Earliest Date for completion of Scheme                                        2009 

 
 
9.2 This timetable has been revised following an reassessment of the 

required elements in the  development of the preferred scheme and the 
UDP timetable.. 
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10.0      Conclusion 
 
10.1 A new single carriageway highway link will deliver significant 

improvements along the Thornton to Switch Island Corridor and do 
much to alleviate future traffic related problems in the area. 

 
10.2 In order to confirm the alignment of the new highway in the Netherton 

area, it is proposed to carry out further detailed assessments of the 
options 5A, 5B, and 5C and to undertake further public consultations in 
respect to the outcome of these assessments. 

 
10.3 In the light of Counsel’s advice it is not proposed to introduce a 

safeguarding proposal as a pre-inquiry change for consideration at the 
forthcoming UDP Inquiry, but to deal with the planning process as set 
out in the report. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P A Williams 
Technical Services Director 
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ANNEX A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE CONSULTATION LEAFLET AND QUESTIONNARE 
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ANNEX B 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE RESULTS OF: 
 

1. PUBLIC EXHIBITION – COMMENTS BOOK 
2. WRITTEN RESPONSES – KEY STAKEHOLDERS 
3. WRITTEN RESPONSES – GENERAL PUBLIC 
4. TELEPHONE CALLS – GENERAL PUBLIC 
5. PUBLIC EXHIBITION – COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM THE GENERAL 

PUBLIC 
6. PETITION – OPPOSITION TO THE RE-OPENING OF NETHERTON 

GREEN 
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1. Public Exhibition – Comments Book 

 
Table 1 – Preferred Option 5A 

 
Sample 58 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Agree with Preferred Option 5A 11 19 

Disagree with Preferred Option 5A 12 21 

Preference for Option 5C 2 3 

Preference for Option 6 3 5 

No Preference Stated 30 52 

Total 58 100 

 
 
 
 

Table 2 – Traffic Issues Raised 
 
Sample 58 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Disagree with Holgate being closed 5 8.7 

Disagree with Closure of Lydiate Lane 5 8.7 

Comments about effect on Moor Lane 4 7 

Comments about severing of Northern 
Perimeter Road 

6 10.5 

Disagree opening Netherton Green for 
buses only 

1 1.7 

Comments about Preferred Option 5A 
moving problem elsewhere 

6 10.5 

Comments about relocating Southport 
Road Roundabout  

14 24.5 

Requests for speed reduction measures 2 3.5 

Comments about traffic congestion not 
being improved 

6 10.5 
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Table 3 – Other Issues Raised 
 
Sample 58 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Comments on Environment 2 3.5 

Comments about Holgate becoming a 
dumping ground if closed 

1 1.75 

Comments about footpaths  1 1.75 

Comments about loss of trade for pub if 
Lydiate Lane shut 

1 1.75 

Comments on landscaping 1 1.75 

Comments on green belt land being used 
for new developments 

1 1.75 

Comments on Noise 1 5.25 

Comments on public transport 3 5.25 

Comments on facilities for 
pedestrians/cyclists 

1 1.75 

Comments on Funding 1 1.75 

 
 

2. Written Responses received from Key Stakeholders including Businesses, 
Community Groups etc 

 
Table 4 – Preferred Option 5A 

 
Sample 5 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Agree with Preferred Option 5A 4 80 

No preferred option 1 20 

Total 5 100 

 
 

3. Written Responses received from the General Public 

 
Table 5 – Preferred Option 5A 

 
Sample 14 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Agree with Preferred Option 5A 1 7.2 

Disagree with Preferred Option 5A 3 21.4 

No Preference Stated 10 71.4 

Total 14 100 
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Table 6 – Traffic Issues Raised 
 
Sample 14 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Concerns about severing Holgate 1 7.2 

Concerns about type of junction to be 
installed at Holgate 

1 7.2 

Concerns about increased traffic on 
Moor Lane 

1 7.2 

Disagree with Closure of Lydiate Lane 1 7.2 

Concerns over Netherton Green being 
reopened 

7 50 

Comments about severing of Northern 
Perimeter Road 

1 7.2 

Comments about Park View 1 7.2 

General comments about increase of 
traffic in Netherton 

1 7.2 

 

 
4. Telephone calls received from the General Public 

 
Table 7 – Preferred Option 5A 

 
Sample 20 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Agree with Preferred Option 5A 1 5 

Disagree with Preferred Option 5A 18 90 

No stated preference 1 5 

Total 19 100 

 
 

 
Table 8 – Traffic Issues Raised 
 
Sample 20 

 Number 
 

Percentage 

Concerns about new roundabout near 
Quarry Road 

2 10 

Concerns over buses using Copy Lane in 
both directions 

9 45 

Concerns over Netherton Green being 
reopened 

4 20 

Comments about severing of Northern 
Perimeter Road 

2 10 

Unhappy with alignment of road 2 10 

Concerns about access to Chapel Lane 1 5 
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5. Comments Received by Staff at Public Exhibitions 
 

Moor Lane 

Concerns over traffic - already bad, new road will make it worse 

Already difficult to get out of side roads 

3 sets of traffic lights along Moor Lane already cause problems 

Southport Road Roundabout 

Very common comment - many people want roundabout moving further out 

Concerns over access for Southport Rd/Park View 

Holgate 

Concerns over change in access 

Concerns from Lydiate/Maghull residents who use is as a short cut - if road goes ahead, will have  
longer journeys 
Concerns form residents of Holgate over whether ped facilities/traffic lights etc will be put in 

Concern over facilities for horse riders e.g. crossing points 

Ince Woods/Southport Road Residents 

Concerns over landscaping 

Want us to screen off roundabout and t/lights however still want to see countryside/views etc 

Want more planting but not too much or too high 

Lydiate Lane 

Concerns if road closed - Runnells Lane would become a rat run 

Mixed feelings - some want shut/some want it to stay open 

Concern over access to cemetery 

Closure will create new urban edge between Lydiate Lane and new road, concerns that land will then  
be built on or developed i.e. new housing 
Brickwall Lane Roundabout 

Concern from residents in Brickwall Lane - want more screening than already planned 

Concern over junction control - want signals instead of a roundabout as they feel that the roundabout won't  
work 
Netherton Green 

Concern over introduction of bus route through Netherton Green 

Concerns with traffic congestion outside schools – safety of children 
Fears that scheme will encourage more traffic to use Copy Lane as a “rat-run”  
Chapel Lane 

Concerns over traffic cutting through, how will traffic get out of Chapel Lane 

Concerns over not being able to turn right into Chapel Lane also more traffic being generated onto  
Chapel Lane  
Northern Perimeter Road 

Concerns from residents (Switch Island end) over no access onto new road, will now have to go around onto  
Copy Lane 
Concerns over loss of bus service 

Concerns about being stranded - will be quite a distance to walk to bus stops, many elderly in the area  

Bus turnaround suggested for new road 

Concerns from a cyclist - how do you get to Asda, also concerns for pedestrian access 

Switch Island 

A lot of people do not like proposals for Phase II 

Don't think it is going to work  

Prefer original idea for a flyover 

General 

Prefer the Blue Route 
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6. PETITION 
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         ANNEX C 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
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Crosstabulations 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

             

328 64.7% 63 62.4% 391 64.3%

75 14.8% 18 17.8% 93 15.3%

6 1.2% 1 1.0% 7 1.2%

23 4.5% 5 5.0% 28 4.6%

75 14.8% 14 13.9% 89 14.6%

507 100.0% 101 100.0% 608 100.0%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither

Disagree

Strongly disagree

q1 How strongly do

you agree or disagree

with the need for a

new highway link

between Switch Island

and Thornton?

Total

Count Col %

general

Count Col %

exhibition

type of questionnaire

Count Col %

Total

 

 

286 57.4% 70 71.4% 356 59.7%

212 42.6% 28 28.6% 240 40.3%

498 100.0% 98 100.0% 596 100.0%

Yes

No

q2 Do you support the

Council's preferred

scheme for a Single

Carriageway Link

between Switch Island

and Thornton?

Total

Count Col %

general

Count Col %

exhibition

type of questionnaire

Count Col %

Total
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308 62.3% 53 53.0% 361 60.8%

186 37.7% 47 47.0% 233 39.2%

494 100.0% 100 100.0% 594 100.0%

Male

Female

q4 Gender

Total

Count Col %

general

Count Col %

exhibition

type of questionnaire

Count Col %

Total

 

         

2 .4% 1 1.0% 3 .5%

1 .2%   1 .2%

32 6.3% 1 1.0% 33 5.4%

79 15.6% 18 17.6% 97 16.0%

113 22.4% 24 23.5% 137 22.6%

127 25.1% 24 23.5% 151 24.9%

151 29.9% 34 33.3% 185 30.5%

505 100.0% 102 100.0% 607 100.0%

Under 18

18 to 24

25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

65 and over

q5

Age

group

Total

Count Col %

general

Count Col %

exhibition

type of questionnaire

Count Col %

Total
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1 .2% 6 6.1% 7 1.2%

1 .2%   1 .2%

1 .2% 1 1.0% 2 .3%

1 .2% 4 4.0% 5 .8%

5 1.0%   5 .8%

257 51.4% 48 48.5% 305 50.9%

1 .2%   1 .2%

11 2.2% 2 2.0% 13 2.2%

210 42.0% 20 20.2% 230 38.4%

3 .6% 8 8.1% 11 1.8%

3 .6% 6 6.1% 9 1.5%

4 .8% 2 2.0% 6 1.0%

  1 1.0% 1 .2%

  1 1.0% 1 .2%

2 .4%   2 .3%

500 100.0% 99 100.0% 599 100.0%

L10

L19

L20

L21

L22

L23

L25

L29

L30

L31

L37

L38

L39

L9

PR8

q6a

Post

code

A

Total

Count Col %

general

Count Col %

exhibition

type of questionnaire

Count Col %

Total
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3 .8% 3 3.3%   1 3.7%   7 1.2%

1 .3%         1 .2%

1 .3%     1 3.7%   2 .3%

4 1.0% 1 1.1%       5 .8%

2 .5% 1 1.1%     2 2.4% 5 .8%

235 60.6% 37 41.1% 1 14.3% 9 33.3% 22 26.2% 304 51.0%

1 .3%         1 .2%

5 1.3% 2 2.2% 2 28.6% 1 3.7% 3 3.6% 13 2.2%

112 28.9% 43 47.8% 4 57.1% 15 55.6% 54 64.3% 228 38.3%

10 2.6% 1 1.1%       11 1.8%

7 1.8% 2 2.2%       9 1.5%

4 1.0%       2 2.4% 6 1.0%

        1 1.2% 1 .2%

1 .3%         1 .2%

2 .5%         2 .3%

388 100.0% 90 100.0% 7 100.0% 27 100.0% 84 100.0% 596 100.0%

L10

L19

L20

L21

L22

L23

L25

L29

L30

L31

L37

L38

L39

L9

PR8

q6a

Post

code

A

Total

Count Col %

Strongly agree

Count Col %

Agree

Count Col %

Neither

Count Col %

Disagree

Count Col %

Strongly disagree

q1 How strongly do you agree or disagree with the need for a new highway link between Switch Island and Thornton?

Count Col %

Total
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4 1.1% 2 .9% 6 1.0%

1 .3%   1 .2%

1 .3% 1 .4% 2 .3%

4 1.1% 1 .4% 5 .9%

2 .6% 3 1.3% 5 .9%

210 59.8% 88 37.8% 298 51.0%

1 .3%   1 .2%

7 2.0% 6 2.6% 13 2.2%

103 29.3% 122 52.4% 225 38.5%

5 1.4% 4 1.7% 9 1.5%

7 2.0% 2 .9% 9 1.5%

3 .9% 3 1.3% 6 1.0%

  1 .4% 1 .2%

1 .3%   1 .2%

2 .6%   2 .3%

351 100.0% 233 100.0% 584 100.0%

L10

L19

L20

L21

L22

L23

L25

L29

L30

L31

L37

L38

L39

L9

PR8

q6a

Post

code

A

Total

Count Col %

Yes

Count Col %

No

q2 Do you support the Council's preferred

scheme for a Single Carriageway Link between

Switch Island and Thornton?

Count Col %

Total
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3 42.9% 3 42.9%   1 14.3%   7 100.0%

1 100.0%         1 100.0%

1 50.0%     1 50.0%   2 100.0%

4 80.0% 1 20.0%       5 100.0%

2 40.0% 1 20.0%     2 40.0% 5 100.0%

235 77.3% 37 12.2% 1 .3% 9 3.0% 22 7.2% 304 100.0%

1 100.0%         1 100.0%

5 38.5% 2 15.4% 2 15.4% 1 7.7% 3 23.1% 13 100.0%

112 49.1% 43 18.9% 4 1.8% 15 6.6% 54 23.7% 228 100.0%

10 90.9% 1 9.1%       11 100.0%

7 77.8% 2 22.2%       9 100.0%

4 66.7%       2 33.3% 6 100.0%

        1 100.0% 1 100.0%

1 100.0%         1 100.0%

2 100.0%         2 100.0%

388 65.1% 90 15.1% 7 1.2% 27 4.5% 84 14.1% 596 100.0%

L10

L19

L20

L21

L22

L23

L25

L29

L30

L31

L37

L38

L39

L9

PR8

q6a

Post

code

A

Total

Count Row %

Strongly agree

Count Row %

Agree

Count Row %

Neither

Count Row %

Disagree

Count Row %

Strongly disagree

q1 How strongly do you agree or disagree with the need for a new highway link between Switch Island and Thornton?

Count Row %

Total
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4 66.7% 2 33.3% 6 100.0%

1 100.0%   1 100.0%

1 50.0% 1 50.0% 2 100.0%

4 80.0% 1 20.0% 5 100.0%

2 40.0% 3 60.0% 5 100.0%

210 70.5% 88 29.5% 298 100.0%

1 100.0%   1 100.0%

7 53.8% 6 46.2% 13 100.0%

103 45.8% 122 54.2% 225 100.0%

5 55.6% 4 44.4% 9 100.0%

7 77.8% 2 22.2% 9 100.0%

3 50.0% 3 50.0% 6 100.0%

  1 100.0% 1 100.0%

1 100.0%   1 100.0%

2 100.0%   2 100.0%

351 60.1% 233 39.9% 584 100.0%

L10

L19

L20

L21

L22

L23

L25

L29

L30

L31

L37

L38

L39

L9

PR8

q6a

Post

code

A

Total

Count Row %

Yes

Count Row %

No

q2 Do you support the Council's preferred

scheme for a Single Carriageway Link between

Switch Island and Thornton?

Count Row %

Total
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EXHIBITION COMMENTS 
 
QUESTION 3 
 

Q2 Postal 
district 

Comment 

No L20 A very peaceful area between Lunt and Thornton will be ruined all for the sake of 2 hours 
each day. 

Yes L10 Option 5 appears to cause the least disruption to residential areas. 

No L23 Should be dual carriageway. 

Yes L38 Seems the best in the circumstances, given costs, need to comply with Gov. indicators, the 
desperate need for improvement in a link road between Formby bypass and M58/M57 

Yes L23 Because I’ve had up to the eyeballs waiting for it to happen.  Considering its been ‘on the 
cards’ since 1932 (72 years) the congestion is getting worse.  The pollution is getting 
stronger, and the noise is unbearable most of the time.  The cost of building this road is 
increasing by the minutes and the way things are going, it’s likely to take longer to build than 
the pyramids.  SO LETS  HAVE SOME ACTION. 

Yes L21 To take congestion of the roads surrounding and look at future roads /carriageways through 
Rimrose Valley to ease congestion on A5036. 

Yes L23 Too heavy slow moving traffic 

Yes L23 A dual carriageway would be the better option, but cost constraints seem to rule it out!!! 

No L31 Dual carriageway preferably 

Yes L30 It is the most direct route and does note impinge on residential areas 

Yes L30 It will remove a lot of the traffic congestion at the Dunningsbridge Road N Perimeter Road 
junction 

Yes L30 A dual carriageway would have been preferred but a single is better than none 

Yes L23 Long overdue relief  road 

Yes L23 Hopefully improve traffic flow 

Yes L23 Will increase ease of access to north west of area but will increase traffic on Moor Lane which 
is now at a standstill at busy times 

Yes L23 Because of the congested roads 

Yes L23 Long overdue 

Yes L23 Cost and low impact 

Yes L23 I live in Water Street and the amount of traffic that uses this road as a diversion is just waiting 
for an accident to happen 

Yes L23 It would move the traffic from Southport – Formby  directly to Switch Island 

No L10 Dual carriageway preferred 

Yes L23 Because to my way of thinking this is the most logical route to use – it does not appear to go 
over too much agricultural land and plenty of imagination used in creating new ponds to 
replace others being filled in 

Yes L23 Deals with the problems with minimal impact on the landscape, at reasonable cost and 
without creating new problems associated with some of the alternatives 

No L23 Option 5 will cause reduction in quality of our lives due to proximity 

Yes L30 It takes traffic from Northern Perimeter Road and makes access to and from Hollinhey Close 
easier 

Yes L30 Because this road is the way forward for the residents of North Sefton existing roads will not 
be able to cope with the volumes of traffic 

No L10 Consider a more strategic solution is required (see section 7) – flows between Thornton and 
Switch Island seem ‘not exceptional’.  The preferred option does have many merits but seems 
to be one ‘jigsaw piece’ 

Yes L23 Will relieve congestion around Thornton and Crosby 

Yes L37 Traffic delays at Thornton risk to residents of existing routes from Switch Island 

No L37 I thing that the link should be double carriageway, that way there would be less hold ups as 
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double plus lanes try to filter into a single lane 

No L23 I think building a new highway would be counter productive 

Yes L30 We’ve needed a new road for many years now.  Putting if off now will only add to the chaos.  
Costs are soaring all the time I say – get on with it 

No L23 The road will run through green belt 

  I really do not think it is a necessity as Lydiate Lane is not that bad except may 2 –3  hours 
per day 

Yes L37 Least impact upon sensitive environment areas 

Yes L23 The route is o.k. Possibly should be dual carriageway!  Also Total Fitness traffic will be going 
through Netherton Village.  If you make two cul-de-sacs out of the Northern Perimeter  - I 
know I will 

Yes L31 It is the scheme you prefer I would like to see the motorway extended to improve Switch 
Island 

Yes L23 It will be least disruptive to local residents and will not damage too much green belt area.  I 
feel strongly that there should be speed cameras in Ince Woods  

No L29 I feel the traffic problem will be pushed onto someone  else’s doorstep – also it is a lovely 
open space where we can relax away from traffic 

No L23 Limited benefits to residents of  Thornton, and likely increase on some very busy roads e.g. 
Moor Lane 

Yes L30 I consider it the best option for the most people 

No L23 I live on Southport Road and I believe what is being proposed does not address all the issues.  
Main concern being still directing traffic into the accident black spot  - Ince Woods. 

No L21 It uses part of the existing road there will still be a toucan cross.  A subway or enclosed over 
bridge should be built .  My preferred option would be a dual carriageway with a grade 
separated junction at Brickwall Lane. 

Yes L23 Option 5 will fulfil the aim of taking traffic away from the Thornton Village and will have only 
limited effect on the environment.  It is also the option likely to attract government money. 

Yes L31 This route is the most direct link between Switch and Southport road, causing least conflict to 
existing residential properties 

Yes L30 Most practicable and most obtainable 

Yes L30 The only one with a chance of success 

Yes L30 Reduce traffic at Copy Lane 

Yes L30 Traffic is so thick down the Perimeter Road 

Yes L21 Motorists will travel slower in a single 

Yes L21 It is needed it is workable cost effective in the long term.  It is the better option 

No L23 The roundabout in Park View will have severe safety implications for my access to my house 
at ……….. 

Yes L30 It seem to have less impact on housing estates 

Yes L29 No property is being demolished and it appears to be planned as near to the existing road 

Yes L23 More expensive options are likely to be rejected and problem need addressing immediately 

Yes L30 Help reduce traffic at Copy Lane 

No L31 Because of added congestion that will occur at  Switch Island which is already gridlocked on 
all entry points, we do not require any more  

Yes L9 It’s the best option 

Yes L30 Dual carriageway would be preferred but the proposed one is better than none 
Yes L23 To relieve congestion on Lydiate Lane 

Yes L23 Best and most sensible scheme affecting the least number of people and environment 
Yes L23 Relief of traffic congestion in the Thornton area 

Yes L23 To ease congestion in Thornton and surrounding area 

Yes L23 To reduce the congestion 
Yes L37 This was the best of the choices on offer despite its limitation 

No L23 The preferred scheme will not relieve pressure of traffic, in any major form from Waterloo, 
Crosby, Thornton.  The affects/beneficial, are limited to a very few.  A GREAT deal of work 
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and money for a SMALL reduct 

Yes L23 It appears to be the best idea to reduce traffic in Thornton and A565 Moor Lane 
No L23 Expensive and does very little to relieve existing congestion in the centre of Crosby – main 

traffic to Liverpool will still go through Crosby 
No L31 I think a single carriageway will be a complete waste of time – money 

Yes L30 Due to large commercial wagon polluting local air etc 
Yes L30 Out of all the options this is the one to least affect my house 

Yes L31 It is more likely to get passed.  I would prefer two lane carriageway which I consider is what is 
needed. 

No L37 Need a dual carriageway to Formby by-pass 
Yes L30 I feel this is the better option 

Yes L30 Ideal route 

No  You are destroying the ozone by making more pollution why can’t you people leave things 
alone 

No L23 I enjoy having country lanes that I can walk 
Yes L23 Live in Thornfield Road which is used as a rat run.  Also cant get out of the top of the road 

(Edge Lane) due to continual queuing traffic 
Yes L23 Because of the current traffic problems 

No L23 A dual carriageway straight onto the Formby bypass would be more beneficial 
No  Leave as it is 

Yes L23 To make Thornton a safer place for residents by moving the large amount of  through traffic 
Yes L23 The congestion and delays existing 

Yes L23 Congestion on Green Lane and adjoining roads especially at rush hour times, and week ends, 
traffic to airports is heavy plus air pollution and noise which is very stressful 

Yes L31 It is a reasonable answer to the problems of through traffic in Maghull/Lydiate and will also 
keep traffic away from Netherton./Thornton Village 

Yes L23 Congestion on Green Lane 

Yes L23 Ease & speed of access to motorway network.  Southport traffic kept away from area 
Yes L23 A single carriageway link is second best to a dual carriageway link now not viable.  This will 

relieve traffic from Edge Lane and Lydiate/Green Lane with less pollution/noise 

No  Road taken to near housing 

No L23 Cause traffic congestion at bottle neck through Ince woods, making new forest and paths less 
accessible and further away 

No L23 The proposals do not provide a solution to the problem 
No L39 The policy should be traffic reduction 

No L38 It will be out of date before it is finished or even started.   
  How can a single carriageway accident prone road such as Moor Lane Ince Blundell (through 

the woods) be a link between a very fast dual carriageway and a motorway network 
Yes L10 The scheme should help to reduce traffic in residential areas without too great an impact on 

open land 
Yes  L23 A single carriageway should be quite sufficient to alleviate the current congestion and also 

makes less impact (costs less) than a dual carriageway  
No  L37  The ever increasing traffic congestion will not be satisfactorily relieved by a single 

carriageway road, option 6 will inevitably have to come one day  
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QUESTION 7 
 

I think that public transport has got to be considerably improved to get cars off these areas at peak times. 

How much impact on the village of Sefton will be caused by the new roundabout on Brickwall Lane?  Will 
Brickwall Lane have to be widened? 

Yes commend the excellent exhibition and availability of council planning/engineering staff at event to interact 
with public and answer questions on route. 

Believe it is essential that emergency services can comment on proposals and access issues when an 
accident happens on a section of link road or in Ince Woods. 

Would advocate that Perimeter road retains at least single track carriageway alongside new highway 
(perhaps with a very reduced speed limit) so there is some way local traffic does not get snarled up when 
accidents/rush hour lead to gridlock – could be used by local bus services 

Would like Sefton to think about applying this process to other current local topics, I was pleased to be able to 
talk through ideas informally with those who knew some answers. 

Any chance of returning Holgate to Lunt as cycle route/tractor access 

Any chance of direct invite to local farmers to check out implications for seasonal access (farm machinery on 
road at harvest time, etc) and existing drainage issues on neighbouring land.  Thank you! 

Have the people that use the road been questioned? 

The congestion that drivers experience going to and from Southport for pleasure and holidays is in the long 
run going to put them off going to Southport altogether 

Plans to build another road off single carriageway to ease congestion off A5036 as residential area of 
Litherland which is constantly clogged up with traffic and will be even more if road is not built through Rimrose 
Valley estate/Litherland tip. 

Roundabouts should also have traffic lights which are staged and active at peak times only 

Still believe a dual carriageway would be a better option – even if only for the access points at each end of 
the new road 

I hope the proposal is given the go ahead and that any landscaping features that go with it are maintained in 
the future and not left to run to weeds.  The sooner we have this road the better.  Good luck. 

As proposed will be a big improvement on existing.  Should have built blue route so further consideration 
should be given to easing flow of traffic towards Formby bypass  

I’m  not sure whether a new road is needed but if it is the route proposed seems to have been designed to 
have the least detrimental effect to the local environment 

Don’t spend another 10 years sorting it out 

Still major concern of amount of traffic which may still use Edge Lane lights turning right from Crosby and also 
turning left down Moor Lane towards Crosby 

If Lydiate Lane is being blocked care must be taken not to put more pressure on Edge Lane 

I would like the properties in Southport Road to be well screened by lots of hedges, trees, planting etc so we 
have some protection from noise levels and pollution 

Long awaited.  Ideal solution to the congestion and noise around our houses.  I only hope I live long enough 
to see it finished. 

Lydiate Lane needs to be kept open for easy access to properties and local pubs and Garden of Rest 

I am very concern were you have positioned the island on Parkview – Southport Road as it is now it would 
make it very difficult to go north to Southport as I live at  ……. 

If island was moved north easterly into field it would take time immediate access onto road further away from 
island – it would be dangerous 

A lot of hand work and research has taken place to create  such an exciting new lay out 

Diversion of heavy goods vehicles and Southport traffic will be a big improvement.  However, clear signage is 
needed to discourage people diverting onto residential roads e.g. by the hospice 

Moor Lane already becomes grid locked in the hours when people go to work and during the school run.  
People need to be encourage to use the link road to access Liverpool instead of going through Crosby i.e. re-
designing the layout at Switch Island to allow the flow easy access to Dunningsbridge Road etc 

At junction between Edge Lane and Moor Lane improved lay-bys for buses especially outside the shops 
where traffic is routinely blocked by buses and backs up to where the link road would join the Southport 
Road, especially late afternoon when the school comes out 
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I use Lydiate/Green Lane all the time and apart from peak hours – all roads suffer from congestion then – I 
fail to see that there is a particular problem with traffic as it flows well as non peak times.  

I think the proposals will cause more traffic on Moore Lane/Quarry Road as people will come up from Crosby 
to get to Switch.   

We have a lot of wildlife here – hares, little owls, barn owls, lapwings and currently a woodpecker.  The 
proposed road and associated noise would drive out the wildlife. 

It is time something is finalised about this road.  It has been going on far too long.   

The preferred route offers the most benefit and least inconvenience to the majority, also for me personally it 
will make access to my close easier.  At present it takes a long time to get out of the close at peak times.   

All other options would only increase congestion along the northern perimeter road, my only concern is public 
transport which is already minimal 

Believe (as a non car user retired individual) that the real challenges are at Switch Island and the Seaforth 
dock access through Litherland and Seaforth – which can be dreadful relating to road conditions and local 
community effects.  From this proposal to address that the preferred option would least have to be 2 lane dual 
carriageway and have to extend along the Rimrose Valley to Seaforth from Lydiate Lane – presumably 
unacceptable, too costly and (probably) unjustified from traffic counts.  The real course might be to 
concentrate resources on the present Seaforth link (Switch Island to the interchange at the dock) and apply a 
toll, environmental, amelioration and extensive landscaping) barrier construction 

Glad to see that after years of talking about the road, it may really happen! 

It is a pity that the blue route took so long to plan that funding was not available when plans were settled 

I’m hoping that the scheme will reduce the traffic flow on Sefton Lane which after all is a B class highway 
though with A class highway traffic 

Forget the road building idea 

Impose congestion charges to reduce traffic levels 

See bus timekeeping improve on the less congested roads 

Spend the £9,000,000 (saved by not building the bypass) on further public transport improvements 

I ask you please to make provision for public transport on the Northern Perimeter road for those elderly 
residents who don’t have their own cars. 

Between Copy Lane and Hollinhey Close,  where it’s proposed that the road will be closed.  Another problem 
if that part of the Perimeter Road is closed is the need to take steps to prevent it being used as a race track 
by teenagers on motor bikes etc.  Some youngsters already ride motorbikes in Pinfold Park despite signs 
saying that this is not allowed. 

If this road goes ahead what assurance do you have that the farms that it will run through will not be built on.  
I live in …………………..  and one reason we bought the cottage was the view we certainly do not want 
houses or any other establishment built on this land.  Before we bought the cottage I did enquire at the 
council with regards to building and told that it was green belt and would not be built on.  I would like your 
comments on this  

The creation of a roundabout at Brickwall Lane will result in equally problematic backlog of traffic that is now 
present at Brickwall Lane/Lydiate Lane traffic lights.  What is needed is a mini flyover to provide a continuous 
route through to Switch Island 

A 335 million double decker bridge is being proposed as a crossing for the Mersey, we are being offered a 9 
million scheme which in the long term will not improve the flow of traffic around Switch Island.  If the 
motorway could be extended to the Formby by pass it would improve conditions at Switch Island.  It would 
possibly lessen through traffic at Ormskirk as motorists would not leave the M58 via Ormskirk to get to 
Southport 

We live on Southport Road and are happy to accept the new road as long as it replaces the existing one and 
is not an additional one 

I also wonder how Ince Woods will cope with the additional traffic as more people will use this road instead of 
going through Maghull or Lunt to get to Southport.  There is already a real problem with speeding traffic – we 
see far too many accidents on Southport Road and in Ince Woods, many of which are never reported. 

With the beautiful pictures above of the countryside and wildlife, I think it is fairly obvious why the road should 
not be considered.  Green Lane has always been there and people bought houses there.  Why should the 
people who live in Holgate and Lunt have a road dumped upon them?  England is our green and pleasant 
land – lets keep it that way – and the people who are moaning about Green Lane and Switch Island area be 
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thankful that there is still some countryside left. 

The situation makes improvements to the traffic flow in the main corridor only and therefore will benefit the 
residents of Formby and Southport but provides little benefit for the near to but not directly on the existing 
road 

To me it is essential that the 30 and 55 bus routes be maintained as I consider them a life line for the many 
pensioners living on this route to have to divert them would be a disaster to many of us.  Thank you! 

I think the bigger picture should be addressed , the blue route should be resurrected, I know the cost is high 
but at some point in the future a link through to the Formby by pass will have to be built.  The proposal you 
favour only satisfies the Green Lane residents and is very short sighted the traffic leaving Thornton from the 
new proposed Quarry Road roundabout will not flow freely onto the proposed single carriage way.  It will 
mean more traffic chaos!!! ‘as usual half a job’ 

Option 6 would be best, cost grounds (@ 45m) rule it out.  The environmental issues are very flimsy bearing 
in mind a new road has been planned since the 2nd World War, but never came to fruition.  The Highways 
Agency proposed improvements are like sticking a band aid over a gaping wound.  The problems will only be 
solved by a proper grade separated junction which will never happen owing to costs.  A totally new road 
through to Southport Road is the best option with the Northern Perimeter Road being severed before Chapel 
Lane to avoid Copy Lane being used as a rat run.  Lydiate Lane may be more of a problem as any break 
could force traffic on to Runnells Lane and Water Street. 

I am rather concerned at the idea of closing Lydiate Lane at its eastern end, this would result in traffic from 
Switch Island destined for Thornton moving to be diverted via Brackley Hill Lane and Edge Lane or via the 
new by-pass on to Park View and Green Lane 

The sooner the better 

Please ignore my initial questionnaire, having seen the exhibition I am now happy with the proposals. 

Pensioners have been put in flats alongside the Perimeter Road and can hardly get across the road when 
they get off the bus on the opposite side 

Sooner the better 

This is the best proposal so far 

There may be a need to review the use of roundabouts – traffic lights may be a better option 

Need to control speed in 40 limit area 

Please keep everyone informed of outcomes 

Further to comments @ No. 3 the positioning of the roundabout as it stands will seriously de-value my 
property and impact on my environment  keep the scheme move the roundabout towards the Jospice end of 
Southport Road.  Please contact me to discuss further ……………………….. 

No 

The plans have a tree buffer zone on the housing estate side of the new road.  I feel it would be just as 
important and necessary on the Sefton village side not just for noise for visual as well 

Also as a pedestrian using the land at least twice a day I am concerned about trying to cross the road via an 
island.  Traffic lights seem a better solution 

Would like all green belt land to remain on either side of new road 

New properties on this land would create new traffic problems resulting in another new road! 

The plan for Switch Island should be scrapped and revert back to the M57 going over Switch Island as 
originally planned with no junctions between Switch Island and Formby by-pass 

As was completed at other end of M57 ‘Knowsley Expressway’ any wildlife etc will re-establish itself in no 
time at all  

The pollution element at the island will rocket and all living (humans) will suffer 

The proposed scheme is in my opinion the best option, causing least disturbance to people and wildlife 

Close off Lydiate Lane from Runnells Lane to Brickwall lights to all traffic to prevent rat run 

Concerns about the flow of traffic through Quarry Road/Park View onto the new road.  Also the rat run down 
Virgins Lane onto the new road 

The need for footpaths over or under  (bridges/tunnels) is of great importance as is the need to keep existing 
footpaths and tracks in the area 

If the road is built speed bumps in the Thornton area need to be considered or short cuts down Water Street 
Hartdale Road Thornfield Road and Ronaldsway will become even more prevalent  
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Sounds find when are actually going to start the work? 

The proposal will alleviate some of the local problems but will not help with the wider problem of increased 
level of traffic on A565 

In view of the proposed developments in Southport and the hope of increased business as a holiday resort, a 
dual carriageway would make more sense 

Main traffic in a North/South flow will not  be alleviated by the preferred scheme for the vast majority of 
people.  A more fundamental approach is required – possibly the development of a link from Formby by pass 
to Rimrose Road 

Please keep Lydiate Lane open or the closure of it would cause hardship to many local people 

Provide crossing points for pedestrians, cyclists horse riders across the new motorway so they can access 
the new park area 

Development of coastal road  

I have major concerns for safety of children and elderly crossing Copy Lane, as I feel this will provide a ‘rat 
run’ style bypass for locals not caring to use the new road 

Crossing along Copy Lane would be helpful near to schools and old terminus near the playground 

Chapel Lane is split into two and I already have a lot of trouble crossing the Northern Perimeter Road with the 
extra traffic this new road is going to take driving across from one side of Chapel Lane to the other side is 
going to be really difficult.  So I think we should have some sort of lights.  This would help us who live on 
Chapel Lane also it will still help the ramblers using the footpath 

The M57 and M58 should be connected to the Formby bypass with a motorway standard road 

No!! 

The installation of speed cameras on Lydiate Lane would without doubt reduce the amount of traffic the back 
lanes are often called rat runs when in fact Lydiate Lane is the biggest rat run of all.  Speeding motorist often 
with phone in hand drive lengths of the Lane at great speed often on the wrong side!  Do we really want to 
lose our beautiful countryside when better policing of the existing roads could help 

Please consider either speed bumps or block off Edge Lane end of Thornfield 

Try to keep noise levels plus pollution to a minimum by some thick natural screening that will defend our 
properties properly 

In conjunction with a DUAL CARRIAGEWAY major changes would have to be undertaken at Switch Island to 
allow for the increased demand for the destination.  Also the new DUAL CARRIAGEWAY should come out 
further up onto FORMBY BYPASS as Ince Woods couldn’t take the increase of traffic 

You are destroying what little rural paths there is, a small bottleneck at peak hours is a small price to pay for 
some rural views 

Why has it taken so long to build this very urgently needed road or is this another delaying tactic – if the 
council do not realise by now what is required they will never know.  How would the councillors like to live in 
Thornton where the through traffic is horrendous? 

The traffic to and from Southport gets heavier each year especially in the summer time.  I think the Thornton 
to Switch Island bypass should commence to be built long before ’06, otherwise visitors to Southport will get 
fed up trapped in traffic jams and will not bother to visit the resort again.  Please make it ’05 start you must 
have most of the plans already there from the blue route – “He that hesitates is lost” 

I have seen no information on how this proposal is likely to benefit pedestrians, cyclists and public transport 
users along this corridor.  What appears to be proposed is additional capacity for motorised traffic modes 

What is being done to ensure that in a few years time, congestion along the new route and the existing 
Lydiate Lane/Green Lane route does not reach existing levels? 

I would like to see the Lydiate Lane route converted to a public transport cycling and walking route 

Get it done asap 

Leave this for public inquiry 

I feel it is just pushing the problem onto some else’s doorstep, it will add to traffic as people who used 
alternative routes are going to opt for the fast route bringing more traffic to already busy roads.  Also we don’t 
have much countryside which is easy to walk to, working days I only time for a short walk, down Rothwells 
Lane round and back up Holgate 5 min’s walk from my house after a busy and stressful day I really enjoy the 
peace and quiet we have enough roads. 

The proposals merely shift the problem to a green belt area and do nothing to provide a solution to the traffic 
congestion in Moor Lane and the Southport Road.  Congestion in Green Lane occurs only at two peak 
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periods daily during the week Monday to Friday, at other times it is quite reasonable.  The preferred option in 
a single carriageway scheme and does not appear to have provision for future expansion of use, on the face 
of the proposals they appear inadequate and an expensive waste of funds 

I work in St Johns House and am disgusted that the new building provided more car parking than the old 
building which is also provided free of charge.  Sefton Council ought to introduce road charging and or 
workplace charging 

If the councils preferred scheme Option 5 goes ahead, what considerations (i.e. speed limit) will the council 
give for the houses on Moor Lane, Ince Blundell, A565.  We have a right too, to safely gain access to our 
property. 

This very expensive process – consultations, length of time taken etc to build a road to move traffic quickly 
from Southport/Formby to the motorway network is to the detriment of other people especially here on Moor 
Lane Ince Blundell, Southport Road Thornton and also Netherton Green area, Netherton Village. 

Being a leisure cyclist I would hope that routes for bicycles would be considered in this proposal.  Although I 
would not wish to cycle on the proposed road as It would be too dangerous I think some facilities for cyclists 
along this route should be considered 

Whilst the stopping up of Holgate/Back Lane etc may well reduce fly tipping, I feel that some serious thought 
needs to be applied with regard to pedestrain rights of way as these lanes are popular with walkers of all 
ages, and actually crossing the new road without either a pedestrian crossing or bridge would be a fraught 
experience  
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POSTAL COMMENTS  
 
 
QUESTION 3 
 

No L23 A two lane dual carriageway from Formby by pass (at the Weld Blundell public 
house) to Switch island would properly contain traffic and would relieve all residential 
areas, including Southport Rd and Ince Rd  

Yes L23 The proposal will be the best to prevent congestion along the Thornton Switch Island 
corridor and protects the environment  

Yes L23 Because any relief road is better than nothing.  The obvious solution is dual 
carriageway Switch Island to Ince Blundell  

Yes L23 Or dual carriageway as soon as possible like yesterday  

N/A L30 My home backs on to the N. Perimeter Road.  The car noise and fumes are a real 
problem, so the new road looks as though it will cause more problems for us if it runs 
alongside existing road 

Yes L23 Long Overdue  

Yes L23 I live in Ince rd  

Yes L23 Traffic is terrible on Green Lane and Lydiate Lane   

Yes L23 I support an attempt to ease the traffic problems on Moor Lane and Liverpool Rd, this 
seems the best of the 6 options given  

Yes L23 Traffic congestion  

Yes L23 25 years overdue  

Yes L23 Existing roads were not built to handle the current volume of traffic.  It takes too long 
to get to the motorway  

Yes L23 Traffic delays have increased to unacceptable levels over the last few years and will 
continue to rise resulting in possible accidents  

Yes L23 Cost  

Yes L23 Something has to be done soon  

Yes L30 I live here on Northern Perimeter Rd.  It is stressful and horrendous trying to get off 
Corwen Drive, all day not just at peak time  

Yes L23 Obvious necessity  

Yes L23 A single road is better than none at all because it has gone on too long  

Yes L23 Immediate and urgent need for effective solution.  Best balance between capacity 
and environmental impact  

No L23 Why not a double carriageway due to traffic increase in the next 20 years  

Yes L23 I live in Edge Lane, Thornton – No further comment  

Yes L23 I travel daily from Crosby to Netherton and would welcome any improvement to 
congestion through Thornton 

No L23 The scheme fails to bypass all Thornton.  The area (Southport Rd) which picks up 
additional traffic from Moor Lane will be unaffected by the proposal.  A single 
carriageway fails to address the accident black spot of Ince Woods  

Yes L30 Because the option is excellent based on the council expertise in these projects 

Yes L23 35 years ago I was told this road was viable – Repeatedly we have chosen this 
course – It would have saved millions if you had acted then. 

No L23 A single carriageway will not be able to cope with the amount of traffic that would use 
it.  It MUST be a dual carriageway 

No L30 A single carriageway would cause congestion as at  present there is too much 
commuting traffic 

Yes L23 Something is needed to ease morning delays towards N. Perimeter Rd at Lydiate 
Lane in mornings and in the opposite direction at Copy Lane at night 

Yes L30 Because the traffic on the Northern Perimeter is dangerous for pedestrians crossing 
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the road from bus stops  

No L23 A road should be from Switch Island to the Formby by-pass.  Do away with the 
dangerous Ince Woods 

Yes L23 To divert heavy traffic from Crosby  

Yes L23 The through traffic along Lydiate Lane and Edge Lane is excessive and growing 
along roads not designed for the volume  

Yes L23 The best way for traffic relief in this case  

No L23 It should be a dual carriageway with armoured barriers on the central reservation due 
to fast travelling HGV’s going to Formby, Crosby and Southport  

Yes L23 Put an end to peak hour problems  

Yes L30 Out of the six options it appears to be the superior choice  

Yes L30 This scheme is the most practical and beneficial to the majority involved in this area  

No L30 The strain and increase of traffic to the Northern Perimeter Rd is too much and will 
make residents life hell 

Yes L23 A practical scheme 

Yes L23 It solves the traffic problem without doing too much damage to the environment and 
wildlife  

No L30 Single carriageway will be unable to cope with future traffic, so there will be 
congestion at Switch Island junction – so noise and pollution at peak times  

Yes L23 It should take pressure off Green Lane and Edge Lane  

Yes L38 This new road is necessary and a decision asap will help in keeping cost down  

No L23 This will not solve the problem  

No L30 I live on Netherton Green and feel the local traffic will increase around this area to 
get on to new highway  

No L23 I live in Park View, which you don’t even mention.  If traffic coming up Quarry Rd and 
Park View have to give way to right at roundabout we would never get off our path 
for the traffic would be blocked, we are having difficulty now.  The island should be 
by Ince Rd and Moore Lane, not where you propose, think about it 

No L23 Needs a dual carriageway rather than single road.  Serving Northern Perimeter Rd 
will simply shift the problem slightly  

Yes L23 The need to clear the congestion along Northern Perimeter Rd and in Green Lane 
and Lydiate Lane when I am travelling home at 17.30 hrs  

Yes L23 It would appear to be the best all round option, together with the councils sensible 
approach to consultation (this time)  

Yes L23 Much Needed  

Yes L30 At peak hours and glorious summer holidays, bank holidays, Easter periods, Xmas 
holidays, it is absolutely horrendous trying to leave our estate (Parkway L30)  

Yes L30 I live on Waterside which is off the Perimeter Rd, and the traffic is horrendous, 
anything that will lessen that traffic is a good thing  

Yes L23 The traffic, cars, wagons, etc are constantly speeding along Lydiate Lane, there is 
too much traffic congestion so there is a need for this new link Rd  

No L23 The problem is caused by traffic to North Sefton from Liverpool not Switch Island, 
and Moor Lane is more affected by congestion that Thornton  

No L23 Dual carriageway essential to ease roundabout congestion at Quarry Rd/Southport 
Rd at peak hours – possibly traffic lights might help.  Route is acceptable  

No L23 Covering Britain in tarmac is not the answer, it addresses the symptom not the cause  

Yes L23 I have said yes as it is better than waiting another 15 years for a better scheme  

Yes L30 To take the traffic away from the Northern Perimeter Rd  

Yes L23 I find getting from the M57 to the Northern Perimeter Rd rather horrendous at peak 
times  

Yes L23 The best scheme to stop the congestion in Thornton, although a dual carriageway 
would have been better  

No L23 Option 6 would be better in the long term.  Most of this route is over similar fields  
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No L23 Too close to our home  

Yes L23 To alleviate Thornton of the large quantity of traffic during peak hours  

Yes L30 It should sort out traffic flow, at present its awful  

No L23 Would prefer a dual carriageway  

Yes L30 Because the congestion on the Northern Perimeter is too heavy and the wait trying to 
get out of the side roads, also the noise factor and vibrations from heavy traffic 

Yes L23 Although a dual carriageway would be better, a single would be cheaper, this road 
needs to be built ASAP  

No L29 We need a dedicated motorway link from Switch Island to the Formby by-pass.  
Brickwall Lane will in the 5a route simply become a full blown feeder road  

Yes L30 Because I am at Waterside Close to N P Road, it’s a dangerous road, noisy, difficult 
to cross and they speed, and  when busy or crawling along, traffic pollution is very 
bad  

Yes L23 It’s the best option of the 6 outlined  

Yes L23 Would prefer dual carriageway.  However unlikely to go through at all.   

Yes L23 Something has to be done sooner rather than later  

Yes L23 It would take large amounts of traffic away from Lydiate Lane and Green Lane  

Yes L23 Have cars need roads.  Simple as that  

Yes L23 My support would really be for a dual carriageway, but it is obviously not going to be 
an option  

No L23 Don’t agree with putting another road through what little rural land we have left  

No L30 Living in Holiwhey Close – this option does not take away the noise/traffic flow from 
the local section of the Northern Perimeter Rd – not what was expected 

Yes L29 The traffic in Thornton is a nightmare  

Yes L23 Ease traffic on Lydiate Lane/Green Lane  

Yes L23 Hopefully it would ease the present traffic congestion through Thornton  

Yes L23 I think it is the most direct and uncomplicated route and the one  more easily 
financed  

Yes L30 Would prefer option 6 as discussed 13 years ago in consultations, quality of life has 
deteriorated for all residents along this route  

Yes L23 Anything is better that nothing.  It should have been done years ago, as this was the 
first choice then  

No L23 Because of the closure of Lydiate Lane we would be inundated with traffic  

Yes L23 To cut down on traffic in Thornton  

Yes L23 It will ease traffic flow through Green Lane, Lydiate Lane, also Edge Lane  

No L23 Apart from rush hour, which is short lived, traffic is similar to the rest of Merseyside 
and beyond.  I have little problems driving.  Moor Lane is far worse for congestion at 
any time  

Yes L30 I live on corner of Waterside on the Northern Perimeter Rd and see the traffic all day 
and hear it  

Yes L23 It seems the only logical way to get from A to B as quickly as possible without 
upsetting too many people or areas  

Yes L30 The volume of road use is only going to increase, effects need to be made to 
accommodate this.  Directing traffic from housing areas is better for local living 
environment  

Yes L30 Hopefully it will enable me to get out of my road on to Northern Perimeter Rd in less 
that 3-5 minutes each time to get out  

Yes L30 It should take the traffic away from the Copy Lane area  

Yes L30 I live in Stonyfield  

Yes L23 Good route for through traffic to relieve Lydiate Lane congestion  

No L29 I cant see your proposals being of any use, either short or long term  

Yes L30 I live on an estate off the N. Perimeter Rd and have trouble getting out by car and 
crossing by foot  
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Yes L30 To take traffic away from residential areas i.e.; Northern Perimeter Rd/Lydiate 
Lane/Green Lane  

No L23 Should be a dual carriageway  

Yes L23 The volume of traffic on Lydiate Lane/Green Lane and Edge Lane is becoming 
intolerable  

Yes L30 The N. Perimeter Rd has become more and more congested and is very difficult to 
cross  

Yes L23 It needs to be agreed once and for all, which scheme is going to be used, so that the 
next stage can be met  

Yes L21 I believe they have looked into all options  

Yes L23 The relief road is long overdue  

No L23 A single carriageway is just moving the traffic congestion – it will still remain a 
problem.  Option 6, a dual carriageway would be the solution  

Yes L23 This seems to be the best scheme that would not transfer traffic congestion from one 
built up area to another  

Yes L23 Reducing traffic through Crosby  

Yes L23 The by-pass is single carriageway through the woods.  It would be dangerous 
otherwise, road urgently needed to reduce congestion  

Yes L30 I live on Copy Lane and just walking to the shops is dangerous.  The volume of traffic 
is ridiculous, needs to be dual carriageway  

Yes L30 There would be too much congestion of traffic if improvements are not made  

Yes L23 Least impact on residential areas  

Yes L23 It seems to have more official support and hopefully will get the go ahead  

Yes L23 Because it is the most practical, is cost effective and likely to succeed  

Yes L23 Most likely scheme to be approved  

No L30 The whole planning strategy for this road system has over the years persistently 
underplanned the true traffic situation, bringing to the fore a penny wise pound 
foolish ongoing operation of road  

No L30 Because as traffic increases over the years, how long would it be before a single 
carriageway was insufficient due to the weight of traffic  

Yes L30 Relieve traffic congestion in the area , especially peak times, easier access to 
motorways  

Yes L23 Something very similar was proposed in the 1930’s .  For Pete’s sake get on with it 
this time. 

Yes L30 Keeps congestion off N. Perimeter Rd where we live  

Yes L23 To take heavy traffic away from Lydiate Lane especially at bank holidays and sunny 
summer days when visitors to our home cannot gain easy access  

Yes L30 It will free N. Perimeter Rd of the Southport traffic  

Yes L23 Would take traffic away from residential areas and give quicker access to Southport 
Rd and Quarry Rd  

Yes L23 Most efficient  

Yes N/A Take traffic away from Copy Lane – Perimeter Rd  

Yes L23 It is the most obvious, direct route to aid with the traffic problems – a flyover at 
Switch Island for M57/8 would be ideal 

Yes L19 Relieve congestion – Improve public transport  

No L23 I would prefer option 6  

Yes L23 Both Edge Lane and Lydiate Lane need traffic relief  

Yes L23 As it is the preferred scheme of the council, it is the only one that is likely to be 
constructed.  I would prefer option 6  

Yes L23 There is a great need for a new road, has been for years to relieve some of the traffic 
in Thornton  

Yes L23 To lessen the bottle neck of traffic around the Thornton area  

Yes L23 Reduction of traffic (especially in rush hours) on Edge Lane and Lydiate Lane, 
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Thornton  

No L23 Pollution, effect on the environment to residents living in the L30 area 

No L23 The blue route is the obvious solution.  The councils option does nothing for the 
residents on Southport Road  

Yes L23 Take traffic away from Lydiate Lane  

No L23 The only residents in Thornton that gain by this by-pass are those on Green Lane 
and Lydiate Lane.  Why!  The proposed by-pass will create more hold ups on Ince 
Lane, Southport Rd, Park View, Quarry Rd, Edge Lane and Moor Lane! 

No L30 Need for dual carriageway to reduce the high density traffic flows in adjoining roads –
(rat running) peak and non peak periods  

No L30 The area of land is green belt with traffic noise, people pollution and development to 
countryside – No  

Yes L23 Because it was the original scheme which was muted over 50 years ago. There is no 
need for triple carriageways etc.  More roads/more cars  

No L23 I think a dual carriageway will be a lot better for the traffic that goes to and from 
Southport  

Yes L23 To ease congestion past my house, I feel the full brunt of traffic as it passes, even 
double glazing does not dull the effect of juggernauts  

No L23 The severance of Perimeter Rd and possible closure of Lydiate Lane at the Eastern 
end.  Option 6 would be better, thinking of future increase in traffic  

No L23 By the council’s own admissions the proposed new route will add to the congestion 
on Moor Lane and also Edge Lane, two very busy routes already but will only help a 
small minority along Lydiate Lane. 

Yes L23 I live on Edge Lane and would obviously like less traffic  

Yes L23 A good balance between environmental impacts and the needs of the local residents  

Yes N/A Because it would release the amount of traffic which uses Copy Lane and other 
areas around  

Yes L23 I feel a new link road will take a great deal of congestion off Moor Lane and the 
Crosby area where I live  

No L23 The road should be a dual carriageway.  All the proposals do is move the situation  

Yes L30 Living off N Perimeter Rd, it will hopefully stop some of the traffic congestion  

Yes L25 Will a single lane cope with future growth  

No L23 Everyone knows that traffic is only going to increase in the future and option 6 is the 
only answer.  If you go for option 5 it will be as useful as the M25 is now  

Yes L30 Amount of traffic on the Northern Perimeter Rd.   

Yes L23 Because the traffic through Thornton is horrendous at all times of the day  

Yes L23 An improvement to traffic flow with least effect on people living along the route  

N/A L23 We definitely need an extra highway link, but it is sad that it needs to go through the 
cemetery and crematorium 

Yes L30 If the traffic is managed correctly it will alleviate many of the congestion problems 
that currently exist  

Yes L23 Option 5 would also benefit Sefton via the tourist visitors to Southport.  More tourists 
– more revenue, helps us all  

No L30 The new road will have to be a dual carriageway  

No L23 I believe it should be grander and a dual carriageway 

Yes L23 Because this option is a good solution to a problem that needs addressing and may 
be successful with council backing  

No L23 The main problems are the traffic along Moor Lane and Quarry Road.  The councils 
preferred scheme will exacerbate these problems and spoil the views from the 
houses in these areas and vastly increase noise  

Yes L23 Should relieve pressure on Green and Lydiate Lane with least damage to 
environment  

Yes L30 Too much traffic on the N. Perimeter Rd, especially at the junction with Lydiate Lane 
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and Buckley Hill  

Yes L30 It seems sensible to direct motorway traffic to the North this way  

No L29 Under the current proposal, Back Lane which connects Lunt Village and Thornton 
will be closed with no access  

No L23 A reservation about the provision of an island (roundabout) at the junction of Quarry 
Rd and Southport Rd  

Yes L23 To ease congestion between Switch Island and Perimeter Rd and Thornton  

No L23 We live in Rothwells Lane – this road would affect the value of our property.  We 
would be sandwiched between two busy roads – road building always encourages 
more traffic  

Yes L23 Noise, pollution, traffic jams, our family have had to put up with for 25 years and only 
10m from my front door, and with an asthmatic daughter  

Yes L23 It will be the best way to resolve the regular problem of traffic congestion along 
Green Lane  

Yes L23 Hopefully the new highway will bring free flowing traffic, easing the congestion and 
all that involves away from residential areas  

No L30 The amount of traffic will increase in time so a dual carriageway is required, and you 
only need one slow moving vehicle to cause a large tailback from the already 
congested Switch Island  

Yes L23 I live in Thornton and the congestion is appalling and getting worse  

  This is a better option than no new road.  It would have been better to have a dual 
carriageway on the same route but this is at least a way forward  

Yes L23 Reduce traffic congestion in Thornton  

No L30 My reasons are purely personal – the map indicates that the road will follow the route 
of the existing N. Perimeter Rd right past my house.  This will mean, at the least, no 
change in the volume of traffic which passes my house and probably more  

Yes L30 Traffic needs to be taken from congestion points on the A5207 Brickwall Lane 
junction and Green Lane Quarry Rd junction to reduce noise and pollution levels to 
residents in these areas.  Hopefully this proposal should accomplish this with least 
impact on the environment  

Yes L23 This will be the best option because it will be more environmentally friendly as well 
as improving the route 

Yes L23 A long term solution is required to relieve the congestion of traffic  

No L22 I travelled regularly as a motorist on this route and there was only congestion at 
limited times which eventually cleared.  It will make no difference  

Yes N/A I support the need, but a dual carriageway to ease pressure of traffic in the area.  We 
have waited 40 years for this highway to be built  

Yes L23 To reduce traffic flow in to Crosby Village and along Chesterfield Rd, Brownmoor 
Lane and subsequently Crosby Rd North/South in to Liverpool and reverse  

No L23 The route itself and logic suggests a dual carriage at one end and a motorway at the 
other end of a single carriageway – makes no sense at all  

Yes L23 I live in Lydiate Lane  

Yes L30 Cant get out by Copy Lane (Police Station) to get on motorway or school run, live by 
Browns Lane  

Yes L23 The congestion needs sorting out.  It is very difficult trying to cross the road  

Yes L23 Completion date will be quicker than dual carriageway, and hopefully ease the 
problem old people have in walking across Edge and Green Lane  

No L23 This is not the answer, you will have to think again in 10 years 

Yes L23 This plan will reduce the volume of traffic using Edge Lane and Lydiate Lane, 
consequently reducing the traffic using Runnells Lane as an escape route  

Yes L23 Because a larger scheme would not be acceptable by the council due to cost, and 
the traffic on Lydiate Lane make it very dangerous for residents getting off the estate 
on to Lydiate Lane  
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Yes L30 It will take away the increasing danger of speeding motorists from residents in the 
area  

Yes L30 A reduction of traffic into and out of Copy Lane  

Yes L23 To take pressure of traffic off Green Lane/Lydiate Lane  

Yes L30 It takes pressure off Dunningbridge Road  

Yes L23 The traffic is horrendous, we have suffered a major accident.  The road is not fit for 
the amount of traffic it has to take  

Yes L23 I live in Brownmoor Lane, and limit the amount of traffic  

Yes L23 I use this road to and from work, and hate sitting in a queue of traffic every time.  
Whatever way I go I am still sitting in a queue  

Yes L29 Because of the congestion it would free up smaller roads  

Yes L23 It will get the business sorted out quicker  

No L23 This road would not solve traffic build up, but move problem to junction of Southport 
Road and Quarry Rd.  Traffic would reach Ince Woods quicker causing hold ups in 
the woods and beyond  

No L23 I am against the use of any further green land.  The priority has to be to encourage 
greener forms of transport e.g.; PTW’s cycling or public transport  

Yes L23 Travelling daily to work is nightmare- it can take 15 minutes or so just to get out of 
Drummond Rd and on to Edge Lane.  Traffic home is even worse if there are any 
roadworks on by-pass etc can add extra hour on what should be a 20 minute journey  

No L22 This will just divert the traffic problem elsewhere  

No L30 Need a dual carriageway because of sheer volume of traffic  

Yes L30 Because it provides the link needed without the expense of dual carriageway and the 
extra traffic that would attract 

No L30 I think a dual carriageway is needed for the traffic which comes past the top of 
Corwen Drive- very busy, noisy road  

No L23 A complete waste of money.  We want a dual carriageway from Switch Island to 
Formby by-pass  

No L29 Common sense dictates dual carriageway from Red Squirrel to Switch Island for the 
present and the future  

Yes L23 It is a start to alleviate the problems and entails fewer objections  

Yes L30 The completion date will be achieved much sooner using a single rather than a dual 
carriageway  

No L23 Should be dual carriageway and probably link with the Formby by-pass as previous 
proposal near Ince Blundell  

N/A  L23 Must be a dual carriageway – and also continue to Red Squirrel restaurant  

Yes L23 Hopefully to alleviate the severe congestion around Thornton  

Yes L23 Lydiate Lane is quite unsuitable to carry present traffic – especially modern heavy 
transport vehicles  

Yes L23 Relieve traffic at Switch Island and Copy Lane junction  

Yes L23 Saving Ince Woods.  Reduce Crosby traffic  

Yes L23 Firstly, because Rimrose Valley Country Park is spared a road.  Secondly, you 
appear to have weighed all options very carefully considering residents en route  

No L23 Because it will just move the bottleneck to Southport Road  

No L23 It will do nothing to improve traffic flow in Moor Lane  

N/A L31 Despite ‘green field’ take the proposed road will avoid traffic using suburban roads.  
The new road land take should include for future widening  

Yes L23 Because whilst a dual carriageway would be preferable, it would be less likely to get 
approval than a single carriageway  

Yes N/A If finances are not available to build a dual carriageway, then a single carriageway is 
the next best option  

Yes L30 I live in Corwen Drive, the level of traffic on the Northern Perimeter is getting worse 
and we are seriously thinking of moving, we would like peace and quiet  
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Yes PR8 Something needs to be done – dual carriageway too expensive? 

No L30 It will be inadequate and obsolete shortly after completion.  It is financially short 
sighted, think bigger – i.e.; blue route  

No L23 This plan only solves part of the problem  

Yes L10 In the absence of an extension to the M57 motorway to Formby, or a dual 
carriageway link to Thornton, either of which would be the ideal, the scheme on offer 
is the best we are going to get, and the sooner the better for everybody’s sake  

Yes L23 My bungalow faces the entrance of Lydiate Park.  All I can see from my living room 
are cars queuing up (at very busy times).  I am constantly cleaning my windows, I get 
all the noise, and trying to get out takes ages.  I hope a new road would ease the 
congestion  

Yes L38 Because it would be better than the present route, but also I am not aware of any 
alternatives  

No L30 Severance of N. Perimeter Rd – leaving no access to Netherton Village  

Yes L23 Action is needed now.  Option 5a is the minimum action which is needed urgently  

No L23 Not good enough.  Needs to be a dual carriageway from Switch Island to meet up 
with the Formby by-pass  

Yes L29 Cheaper option more likely to be agreed to.  Obviously a dual route would be 
preferable but unlikely to be granted  

Yes L23 Best option on offer at present, but traffic load on Moor Lane needs relieving badly.  
Will this help the situation  

No L30 I believe that the volume of HGV traffic will greatly increase along the Northern 
Perimeter Rd coming off the motorways.  A new road further into field would be 
better option, following route of old railway line 

Yes L23 Drastic reduction of traffic along Green Lane/Lydiate Lane  

Yes L23 The Buckley Hill Lane/Brickwall Lane junction does not seem very satisfactory at the 
moment.  The new scheme would seem to streamline the transfer of the traffic 
between Switch Island and Southport Rd 

No L23 It will serve no purpose in easing congestion.  The increased volume of traffic on the 
new road will cause back up where it merges with Moor Lane and filters on to Ince 
Wood single carriage road  

No L23 This will not solve the problem, only move it  

Yes L30 Removes traffic and noise  

Yes L23 A new route through Thornton is necessary due to congestion in Green Lane and 
Lydiate Lane  

No L38 It appears the proposed route is to join and run together with N. Perimeter Rd.  It is 
considered this will add to not ease congestion.  The route should run across fields 
to Brickwall Lane  

Yes L23 The best, in my opinion on offer, although at my age I cannot see it happening in my 
lifetime  

No L23 According to tech services, report scheme 5a will result in increased traffic on Moor 
Lane/Quarry Rd and deterioration in operation of Green Lane & Edge Lane junction.  
With Moor Lane the congestion in the above areas is a continual problem whereas 
the corridor is mainly a problem at peak periods  

Yes L30 As a resident of Copy Lane I feel that the proposed route is ideal for myself and my 
family because there will be less traffic congestion by my house  

Yes L23 Pollution by traffic of fumes, noise vibration all of which are stress creators  

Yes L30 Because the council recommended it and it has more chance of being passed  

No L23 I have lived here for 50 years and have in this time voted for and against many 
routes.  I cannot see this route will help solve the problem, I do not wish to overlook 
an Island  

No L23 Living off Moor Lane, it appears that traffic along Moor Lane will increase by 6%, 
thus making it more difficult than ever to get out of the side roads  

N/A L23 In as much as a new link is needed, although I do feel that a dual carriageway is 
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needed in the long term  

Yes L37 Congestion on present road is deteriorating  

Yes L30 I think it will greatly ease the build up of traffic on Lydiate Lane and Green Lane and 
N. Perimeter Rd  

Yes L23 This link I would hope would have a spur off it, namely alongside Runnels Lane – 
Rimrose Valley – Beech Rd Litherland and along from the island (Beech Road) to 
Seaforth Docks.  A rail link, Bankhall could serve all docks within Liverpool  

Yes L23 Bypass Thornton area and reduce congestion at Copy Lane and Brickwall Lane 
junctions  

Yes L23 Fully supported option 6 in 1995  

Yes L30 Having lived for over 30 years off the N. Perimeter Rd, it will take most of the traffic 
away from it  

Yes L23 It is providing a highway capable of coping with the heavy volume of traffic involved  

No L23 Should join further up Southport Rd.  There will still be traffic back up down Moor 
Lane due to the proposed junction of Quarry Rd and Southport Rd  

Yes L30 My house backs on to N. Perimeter Rd.  It is always noisy and busy.  Queues of 
traffic around Copy Lane police station would be eliminated or reduced considerably  

No L23 A dual carriageway between Switch Island and Ince Blundell (Formby by-pass) is the 
only answer to congestion  

Yes L29 To improve the junction of Brickwall Lane and the N. Perimeter Rd and contribute to 
an improved flow of traffic through Thornton  

Yes L23 To stop congestion of traffic in Thornton on Lydiate/Green Lane and make it safer for 
residents  

No L23 Because reports suggest that it will increase traffic on Moor Lane which is already 
congested enough  

No L30 The opening of Netherton Green for buses only  

No L30 The opening of the now closed Netherton Lane to N. Perimeter Rd (for buses only)  

No L30 The opening of Netherton Lane for buses and cars is unworkable and will cause 
further road congestion through the old historical village will result in accidents to 
both car users and pedestrians  

Yes L30 To ease congestion for local residents caused by commuters to Switch 
Island/motorways  

Yes L23 The volume of traffic coming and going to and from the M57 M58 is too great for the 
existing roads  

No L23 I do not feel a single link will be adequate for long – in no time it will have to be 
changed to dual to cope with the traffic it will attract  

No L30 I believe by closing part of the N. Perimeter Rd it will just move the congestion, not 
relieve it.  If the N. Perimeter Rd was left open with traffic calming measures it might 
be more worthwhile  

No L31 Prefer option 6, as I do not consider option 5 will fully cater for traffic flows post 2008  

Yes L23 There just has to be a new road to take the traffic through   

No L23 Replacement of a single carriageway with another single carriageway at a cost of 9 
million!  By the time it is completed with traffic increases it will be saturated  

Yes L30 As well as alleviating traffic on Northern Perimeter & Lydiate and Green Lane, it 
could lessen traffic build up on Copy Lane and its junction on Dunningbridge Road 

No L30 It will simply mean you will move the congestion to the N. Perimeter Rd .  Also there 
are two schools on the alternative road route to the Northern Perimeter  

No L30 Because it’s only a matter of time before you realise it needs a dual carriageway.  
Save paying twice for road contractors, think future volume  

No L30 Attempt to appease Thornton residents at the expense of Netherton Village 
residents.  Also no advice of meetings re: proposal to Netherton Village tenants  

No L30 Do not want Northern Perimeter Rd closed to through traffic  

Yes L23 At the moment the traffic using Lydiate Lane and Green Lane is excessive for such 
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narrow lanes 

No L30 It will split our parish into two halves (2 schools Club, Church).  Extra traffic  

Yes L30 We have waited so long for some solutions to the problem, any progress is 
preferable to none at all.  A dual carriageway would save taxpayers money in future 
years when it is realised this would be the futures best solution  

Yes L30 It will help to alleviate traffic build up and problems within Copy Lane/Dunningsbridge 
Rd areas  

No L23 The scheme itself is a godsend.  However the need for a dual carriageway should be 
looked at  

Yes L30 This looks to be the best all round solution, and supplies benefits to all residents  

No L30 Fumes/Noise/Pollution 

No L30 Re-opening of Copy Lane at the Northern Perimeter Rd – into mainly elderly 
residential housing Green park and Maritime Court – Noise and Pollution, - Health & 
Safety  

No L30 It will destroy the local farmland in the area  

No L30 Location inconvenient to local residents and will cause access problems  

No L30 By severing Northern Perimeter Rd, high levels of traffic will pass through Netherton 
Green onto Copy Lane.  This will endanger children playing on the green and 
pedestrians  

No L30 Noise and fumes pollution in particular where proposed road runs adjacent to village 
courts.  Also Netherton Lane unsuitable for bus/heavy traffic  

No L23 Apart from bypassing Thornton, it will not improve queues which will still back up 
from Switch Island.  How far?  More lights at Switch Island will cause further queues 
on Dunningsbridge Rd.  The proposed road will affect a number of rare and declining 
species in this area of relatively unspoiled countryside  

Yes L23 If there is a possibility that the volume of traffic on Green Lane/Lydiate Lane be 
reduced, it can justifiably benefit both the residents and vehicle drivers  

Yes L30 Too much congestion at Switch Island and Copy Lane  

  Severing the N. Perimeter Rd would be a disaster for Copy Lane, Chapel Lane and 
Netherton Green  

No L30 Because the closing of part of the Perimeter Rd would take away our access to the 
bus service that is very much needed by people living off the road (not everyone is 
mobile)  

No L30 As it will take 5 years to complete, it is not a long term solution to the problem  

No L30 Your proposal means opening the junction of Netherton Lane and Copy Lane, which 
will increase traffic flow on my doorstep  

No L30 This scheme does not solve the problem, it just moves it further up the road  

No L30 The noise and fumes pollution affecting people living in the Netherton Village area  

No L30 Too close to local residents and schools and will cause environment problems due to 
heavy traffic fumes  

No L23 The proposed route is totally inadequate  

No N/A This road will not answer the problems against government policy – it will increase 
traffic pollution, spoil the greenbelt, and lay it open to future building  

No L23 Because only a dual carriageway would have the real impact on congestion 
problems in my opinion  

No L30 Road noise will increase along pollution, do not agree with bus route through village 
green  

No L30 To enable this scheme to go ahead, Copy Lane is going to be used as a major rat 
run when it is a country lane.  Spoiling the environment, and a total danger to the two 
schools and nursery  

No L30 I cannot agree to severing of Northern Perimeter Road and Lydiate Lane.  This 
would isolate our area for M57/Maghull access  

Yes L30 The present system is gridlock throughout the day and fumes are ruining quality of 
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life  

No L30 I understood that the N. Perimeter Rd would be left  

No L30 Increased bus traffic on Copy Lane (Netherton), no access to Northern Perimeter Rd 
from Chapel Lane  

No L30 Due to the increase in traffic among the N. Perimiter Rd which in turn will have an 
impact on me and my family 

No L30 I do not agree that the N. Perimeter Rd should be severed.  The proposed new road 
could be kept clear of the N. Perimeter Rd  

No L30 You are transferring the problems from the Thornton area to the Netherton Village, 
Copy Lane area  

No L23  A single carriageway will be totally inadequate for the increasing amounts of 
vehicles using the route to Southport via Thornton  

No L30 Too much traffic would have to pass by Netherton Green and Copy Lane  

No L30 I use the N. Perimeter Rd, even the part you intend to close every day  

No N/A I think its wrong because of the volume of traffic going past the school, its already 
chaotic  

No L30 Copy Lane is extremely busy in the morning and at 3.15 pm when the two schools 
are arriving and departing.  The N. Perimeter Rd is extremely busy.  You cant expect 
all the buses to go down Copy Lane  

No L30 The disruption and inconvenience which will arise with the severing of the N. 
Perimeter Rd around Netherton Village/Chapel Lane  

No L30 I have a family grave in Thornton garden of rest.  What will happen to the cemetery 
and the graves that will be affected  

Yes L30 Ease the congestion at Switch Island and Dunningsbridge Road/Copy Lane  

No L30 I do not agree with the proposal to come down Netherton Lane to N. Perimeter Rd – 
it is too narrow for traffic and is used by school children and elderly  

No L23 It does not reduce the traffic load on Southport Rd on the top end of Quarry Rd.  This 
is the area I live in, I thought the idea was to run the road away from residential 
areas and give us some peace and quiet  

No L30 Buses passing close to Netherton Green – if buses use road cars/lorries and others 
will use the road as short cut etc  

No L30 Thornton's problem would become Netherton Village's problem.  It would affect the 
church, two schools and our only bus route  

Yes L30 I live off the Perimeter Rd and everyone is unable to get out at peak times on foot or 
by car, as it is too busy and too dangerous  

Yes L23 Dual carriageway will be more costly and use up more greenbelt land, the other 
options are merely cosmetic  

No L30 I live in Waterside, I cannot get out of my road for the on coming traffic.  The traffic 
lights each end are against each other  

No L30 Adverse affect on the Netherton Village/Copy Lane area  

Yes L30 This appears to be the best option for easing traffic congestion locally, allowing 
faster, more efficient travel between Southport and the M57.M58 motorways  

No L30 The idea will help to reduce the traffic in certain areas, however pressure will be put 
on Copy Lane as you are closing N. Perimeter Rd, which is not clear in your plans.  
This will, as I am informed mean increased number of buses along Copy Lane plus 
increased traffic as drivers will choose this route rather than drive through Switch 
Island.  Why is it necessary to close Northern Perimeter   

No L30 Don’t want the N. Perimeter to close  

No L30 Road will not be used by Crosby traffic from Old Roan/Park Lane which currently use 
Perimeter Rd/Chapel Lane.  This will also apply to Formby/Southport traffic from Old 
Road/Dunningsbridge Rd  

No L30 It will be a disaster  

Yes L30 Existing route is chaotic  
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No L30 Do not want new road pollution and congestion in my area  

Yes L23 Keeps it simple/ less expensive/ more likely to be implemented quickly  

Yes L30 Although a dual carriageway may be preferable, the road joins a single carriageway 
and thus the flow of traffic will be maintained  

No L30 No. because the councils preferred scheme will create even more congestion, as 
part of the Perimeter Rd will be closed and traffic will go past the village green with 
disastrous results  

Yes L30 It will move main body of traffic away from Copy Lane turn off  

No L30 I think that there is a strong need for a dual carriageway not single  

Yes L30 Too much traffic on Copy Lane  

Yes L30 Seems less interference with existing environment  

No L30 The road is too near two schools which are not shown on your map, why? Also St 
Bents church and Village Green  

Yes L30 No option, you say the others are no good, make it a motorway from Switch Island to 
Southport  

Yes L30 To get the project underway (a truck road can follow)  

Yes L30 It is the best option as it is not near residential properties and it is a direct route from 
the motorway – alleviating congestion on Dunningsbridge Road  

No L30 I would have preferred a dual carriageway continuation from Switch Island to the 
Formby by-pass  

No L30 Why should Netherton Village be spoilt to suit people of Thornton  

No L23 How long will it be before this so called single carriageway becomes like Formby by-
pass.  We are losing too much green space to the car – yes I do drive.  Let these 
people find another way home  

No L30 This road is too close to Netherton living on the village green.  I do not want to see 
buses travelling past 

No L30 Do not agree with opening Copy Lane to buses through Netherton Village  

No L23 The preferred scheme benefits approx. 30 households (Green Lane) and adversely 
affects residents on Moor Lane and adjacent roads, Quarry Rd, Southport Rd, 
Holgate and Rothwells Lane  

No L30 I realise some kind of road is needed to link Switch Island to Thornton, but not to 
bring buses through the bollards where Copy Lane joins the N Perimeter Road  

No L30 Too near bleak house, too noisy  

No L30 This is a money saving scheme at the expense of the people of Netherton  

No N/A Increase in noise and pollution due to increase in volume of traffic  

Yes L31 Its an alternative route to going through Maghull  

No L30 As a new owner to the area, I do not want to bring my children up in a noisy polluted 
environment  

No L30 Would not like to see Netherton Village spoilt by buses running through it  

  I already experienced noise and pollution from Northern Perimeter now, to raise 
volume from 15,000 cars to 30,000 would be unacceptable  

No L30 I would like Northern Perimeter to be left as continuous road for local traffic  

Yes L23 I have lived in Thornton for a long time.  The traffic is worse than it has ever been, 
perhaps it will help Edge Lane flow easier  

No L30 Because the traffic congestion on Copy Lane will be enormous and two schools and 
nursery will be affected, also added buses 

No L30 Concerned about noise and pollution from increase in amount of cars passing by  

No L30 Why are the residents of Netherton being made to suffer for the benefit of residents 
of Thornton  

Yes L23 It is the better choice of the other alternatives.  Also traffic congestion in Thornton 
particularly at peak times is not good for either car users and certainly those on foot 
i.e.: school children.  Also the less we disrupt the countryside the better.  Also how 
about a more cycle friendly environment to help beat traffic congestion  
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No L30 Hollinhey Close has been overlooked, as this scheme for a single carriageway will 
only increase the amount of traffic past our roads  

No L30 It seems no one has thought about the health and safety implications of this 
proposal, and the adverse affect on the local community and environment in this 
congested residential area  

No L23 This is a short term solution to a much bigger problem  

Yes L29 The only alternative to a dual carriageway from Switch Island to Formby by-pass.  
My front gate and driveway are on Lydiate Lane – traffic getting heavier day by day – 
speed limit! Certainly not 30mph  

No L30 No need to lose part of Northern Perimeter Rd, as this would cause a lot of 
inconvenience to St Benets church i.e.: funerals, weddings etc, also there are two 
schools to consider.  Leave the N. Perimeter Rd as it is  

No L30 Build up of traffic, noise pollution, privacy.  Dangerously close to children playing on 
village green  

No L30 It will increase the level of traffic in the residential area of Netherton Green  

No L23 It will not solve the problem completely  

Yes L23 It will be some benefit for Thornton, but it will not help Crosby and Moor Lane  

No L30 Not enough detail  

Yes L37 It is logical, practical, probably affordable, and will work  

Yes L22 Present road link past Nags Head pub/ cemetery too busy  

No L30 Because it will lead to Netherton Lane being opened up leading to a lot more traffic 
through Netherton Green where I live  

Yes L23 Anyone who has to travel to Switch Island via the present route faces such a struggle 
that they know something must be done.  And it must be hell for residents along the 
route, scarcely able to leave their driveways  

Yes L30 The levels of traffic at certain times along the N. Perimeter is far too great.  Another 
route will obviously alleviate this  

No L38 You should look at improving existing roads  

No L30 New road is too close to residential homes at Netherton Village.  Do not want buses 
up and down Copy Lane  

No L30 The effect this route will have on Copy Lane – in terms of buses etc using this very 
narrow road, on which there are two schools  

Yes L23 The need to keep heavy traffic away from quiet residential areas  

No L30 Spoil the green.  Overall not satisfactory  

Yes L37 Speed of completion  

No L30 Will increase too much traffic through village green and will cause major bottleneck  

No L23 A dual carriageway would be a better future solution and a long term benefit  

No L30 Because of the route going past my house would not be suitable for the amount of 
traffic  

No L30 The pollution level would rise and create a health and safety risk  

No L30 I strongly protest about this plan, it is not good for the people of Netherton  

No L30 Pick one that hurts no one  

No L30 Do not agree with proposed changes.  I suffer with noise and pollution, it will double 
with changes  

No L30 All you are going to do is push more local traffic through the area I live in  

No L30 This plan has not been thought through, the village green is a peaceful and beautiful 
place to go and sit.  This will be destroyed by some mindless soul who does not live 
in the area  

No L30 Do not want to see buses running both ways on Copy Lane  

No L30 The preferred scheme would put more traffic on to Copy Lane, passing two schools.  
What happens to the bus services to and from Old Roan  

No L30 I live in a quiet part of Netherton Village.  This proposal will change my way of living 
for the worse.  It will spoil the look of the village  
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No L30 I strongly disagree with this plan.  I suffer with this road in terms of noise and 
pollution, it would be dreadful with new plan  

Yes L30 Reduce appalling congestion through area and make travel easier  

Yes L30 Hopefully it will ease the flow of traffic through this area    

Yes L30 It seems to be the most affordable and achievable  

No L30 Heavy traffic a danger on Copy Lane  

No L30 The proposal will cause increased traffic on small minor roads where there are traffic 
calming measures – causing a rat run along Copy Lane  

No N/A Single track insufficient for volume of traffic, congestion will occur at junction of 
Southport Rd  

No L30 It is going to create back log problems of traffic for Copy Lane and Dunningsbridge it 
is bad enough as it is now  

No L30 Safety 

No L30 I already experience noise and pollution from northern perimeter now, to raise 
volume from 15,000 cars to 30,000 would be unacceptable 

No L30 Noise and pollution 

No L30 Noise and pollution 

Yes L23 Traffic delays should be reduced when travelling to/from my home 

No L30 Safety 

Yes L30  To take traffic away from my home 

Yes L30 I think it will alleviate traffic from Copy Lane 

Yes L23 Urgently needed 

Yes L30 I feel that the new road will be an improvement to local congestion 

No L30 Road will be too noisy 

Yes L30 Prevent congestion at rush hours 

Yes L23 Reduce traffic flow and reduce congestion 

Yes L23 Reduced traffic flow on Greenhove/Lydiate lane 

Yes L23 To east the volume of traffic on green lane and safer use of green 

Yes L23 I think it will benefit a lot of people 

Yes L23 It seems best 

Yes L23 This is a better option than no new road, it would have been better to have a duel 
carriageway on the same route, but this is at least a way forward. 

Yes L23 In an effort to expedite the commencement of this much and long needed alternative 
route 

Yes L23 It’s the best solution for everyone 

Yes L23 This additional road is long overdue. The traffic congestion now seen is 
unacceptable 

Yes L23 Harms no-one 

Yes L23 Saving Ince Woods, Reduce Crosby traffic. 

No L23 The proposal will make our lives worse due to the increased traffic that will pass 
along in front of our homes 

Yes  L30 There really was not an option for a dual carriageway.  This would be better but the 
original blue route was awful  

Yes  L30  Something needs to be done to stop gridlock, as long as no houses or churches are 
demolished  

No  L30  I object to 2 three lane motorway pouring its traffic, making its way to Southport onto 
a single carriageway to Thornton – Option 5a, the old blue route used up too much 
farm land  

Yes  L30  Living on a housing estate close to Switch Island, I see the flow of high traffic that 
uses the N. Perimiter and if that was reduced then traffic at Switch Island would 
move quicker  

Yes  L30  Because Option 6 is by far the best option but shortage of cash will stop it going 
ahead as has happened over the last 25 years, relief is needed now  
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No  L22  As yet – not convinced (or even heard) – supporting evidence.  What is the scientific 
evidence 

No  L30  I did – until I found out that existing users of Northern Perimiter Road will be diverted 
into Copy Lane, causing increased noise and pollution for 2 schools and existing 
households  

No  L30  A total waste of money  

No  L30  Not fair on residents  

Yes  L30  Something needs to be done to divert traffic from Copy Lane – where we suffer from 
heavy traffic all day every day  

No  L30  I agree to the link, but why close part of the N. Perimiter Rd  

No  L30  It will mean traffic having to use Netherton Village as a route to Ford and Sefton  

No  L30  Running traffic through a busy housing estate is ridiculous and dangerous  

No  L30 The council are taking it from one residential area to another.  Not thinking of the 
elderly in 
Maritime Court, the two schools and all the people who live there  

No L30 Believe double carriageway needed and not single 

No L30 Copy Lane should remain untouched, the new road should run from Switch Island to 
the Southport Road direct though the farmers fields, this would make the new road 
most effective, this is from the local driving instructor 

Yes PR8 Good balance between benefits and impacts, Will improve journey times from M57 
towards  
Southport and vice versa 

Yes L29 I am not really in agreement with building new road (I think it merely moves the 
problem elsewhere), but if a new road is to be built, I think this is the best 

Yes L22 My preferred option would be a dual carriageway – but single is better than nothing – 
This route is needed very urgently 

No L23 There is no reason for a new road, the queues are not too bad 

No L30  It only improves the situation in Thornton and Crosby, not Netherton 

 
QUESTION 7 
 

As you realise traffic will be reduced /move more quickly if that going to Southport is separated from 
that going to Crosby – (from and to Switch Island).  I would suggest this is done with a major 
roundabout at junction of Buckley Hill Lane and Lydiate Lane.  Crosby bound traffic would then go 
along Lydiate Lane and Southport bound traffic along new proposed carriageway – with new junction 
as proposed at Switch Island (and retain Northern perimeter road only between Switch Island and 
Buckley Hill Lane - save £3m) 

This time do not let the genuine residents of Thornton be side tracked or hijacked by minority 
pressure groups and so called conservationists, has happened last time when the original ‘Blue 
Route’ was proposed.  Roll on option 5a. 

Had the council/government gone for previous most Easterly option years ago we could have had 
Northern equivalent of Knowsley expressway.  This should have joined A565 Nr Formby and thus 
Crosby, Thornton etc remained unaffected by route but had improved/less traffic flow from traffic 
South/Southport – Land (set aside) is wasted anyway and those few affected would have been no 
greater than from M62/Speke.  Indecision by councils and poor planning and design of local road 
improvements says it all. 

Would it be possible to ‘blank off’ Holgate beyond Orchard House (just past the proposed junction 
with the new road – and also blank off the Lane at the Lunt end (keeping it open to walkers, cyclists 
and horse riders but closed to vehicles).  This would also solve the big problem in the area of tipping 
and abandoned cars etc. 

Well done Sefton council!  Any views which are expressed over the proposed new road, should only 
be taken into consideration if the individuals actually live in the area, and the road impacts upon their 
lives.  Lydiate Lane must be closed off after the new road has been constructed, or it will be a waste 
of time as traffic will use both roads, and the build up on Lydiate Lane will soon get back to the level 
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as what it is now.  Heavy goods vehicles must be stopped from using Lydiate Lane which is used 
extensively at the moment. 

In 2008 single carriage will be out of date owing to the amount of traffic. 

After 45 years waiting and the council doing nothing but talk its about time you the council stopped 
talking and came up with some action.  Let’s have a bypass.  

Equally important is a new road to relieve Moor Lane, and consequently Northern Road, Chesterfield 
Rd and Forefield Lane. This will help keep 3 schools free of through traffic.  

The proposal can best be described as a ‘quick fix’ solution.  A more sensible and long term solution 
would be to base the route along the lines of option 6.  The existing road through Ince woods can in 
this day and age best be described as a ‘joke’ trunk route that has outlived its usefulness 

I still think the congestion in Moor Lane will not be alleviated by this proposal but that is another 
problem  

A dual carriageway would be better and cost less in the long run due to increase in traffic and would 
keep traffic flow better.  Also with the holiday traffic to Southport would be more practical 

I would have preferred option 6.  Option 5a is better than nothing 

I have recently moved into a house facing the fitness club on Perimeter Rd.  Would it be possible for 
a barrier of trees to be planted to quieten traffic noise   

Since much of the peak how traffic seems to be made up of parents and children on the ‘school run’.  
A park and ride system serving Crosby and Thornton schools would be of great benefit on Moor 
Lane, Crosby and the adjacent roads.  I suggest that it should be based near to Formby as this would 
also benefit the A565 through Ince Woods  

Please start work as soon as you can 

Careful thought should be given to school traffic which clogs up Moor Lane.  Half of congestion is  

Caused by children being transported to school by parents, more school buses are needed 

If option 5 goes ahead, there is some need to slow down, and traffic using Lydiate Lane or close the 
lane off completely at the junction of Brickwall Lane     

I would like to see a flyover at Switch Island to ease traffic on the Island from M57  

Viewing the other options would have been helpful  

Traffic which at peak times is currently stored on the A5036 and Northern Perimeter Rd will be 
squashed into Switch Island junction  

Traffic already diverts down Ince Rd/Virgins Lane to avoid traffic lights at Green Lane.  If the queuing 
starts at Quarry Rd/Southport Rd new junction, even more traffic will use this rat run  

The proposals relieve Northern Perimeter Rd, Lydiate Lane and Green Lane of traffic, but ignores 
Southport Rd.  This seems a half measure.  By continuing around the back of Ince Woods to the 
junction with the Formby by-pass dual carriageway just before the Weld Blundell public house, the 
entire problem would be addressed. 

A speed limit of 30 mph should be made on the proposed single carriageway road for safety reasons 
and to protect the environment  

Commencement Now and Construction Now.  No more talk  

Those homes which back on to N. Perimeter Rd, will they be compensated in some way.  We have 
had to endure the noise for a long time.  Cant the road be taken further over – and trees or some 
noise reduction put up from Smethic Walk  

Lydiate Lane needs to be closed off to stop traffic (heavy goods vehicles) using this route 

About time it is much needed .  Should have been built years ago would have saved a lot of money  

A satisfactory link is urgently required from the motorway network M57/M58 and trunk Road.  A59 to 
the trunk road A565 together with the local areas  

Urgent attention should be given to reducing the time scales.  The traffic congestion will have 
increased to unacceptable levels in 5 years time  

Is it not possible to advance the construction in phases i.e.: Phase 1 - link from M57/M58 (switch 
island) Phase 2 -  Moor Lane Link etc. 

The time scales for implementing this proposal are absurd!  3 years before anything can happen is 
ridiculous.  Bureaucracy gone mad. 

How will funerals gain access to the garden of rest if Lydiate Lane is closed off  
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When I moved here 23 years ago, we were given documents describing ‘blue route’ and ‘red route’.  
Nothing has been done .  Why?  There was £11m available many years ago or so we were told.  A 
child could tell you the easiest solution would be a flyover/carriageway directly off the M57 to 
Thornton.  Forget the woods and squirrels, concentrate on human life i.e.: 
stress/accidents/congestion 

I would prefer to see evidence and figures to indicate the alleviation of traffic through Moor Lane in to 
Crosby  

 I have lived in Holgate, Thornton for a very long time.  I have seen and heard many proposals for 
this road going back 50 years, so all I can say now is seeing is believing this might happen in my 
lifetime. 

Sooner rather than later.  Whilst the need for impartial inquiry is understood, this proposal should not 
be allowed to wither on the rise due to excessive red tape.  The need is clear, the need is now. 

The sooner the work is started the better as these proposals etc. have been circulating for years – 
Now please get on with the job 

If the Formby by-pass is considered to be a dual carriageway with wide central reservation, cycle 
path and a crash barrier, why will a single carriageway Thornton by-pass suffice.  Southport Rd 
carries the traffic from Netherton/Thornton and Crosby via Moor Lane, so why has this road not been 
by-passed.  I would be interested at what you consider to be the environmental impacts of option 6, 
and why they take precedence over people, their environment and safety   

When trying to relieve the traffic close to or on the N. Perimeter Rd, Lydiate Lane etc, you must take 
into account the possible problems relating to increased traffic using smaller residential roads as 
short cuts if traffic joining the new route becomes congested – i.e.: Copy Lane, Buckley Hill Lane, 
Brickwell Lane etc 

I hope the N. Perimeter Rd will remain open for traffic to still use to get to Aintree and Fazakerly 
especially to the hospitals  

Maybe we could finally have a much needed pedestrian crossing on N. Perimeter Rd/Copy Lane 
junction – although with the reduction in traffic it will probably be no longer necessary.  This road is 
thought of as a link for people outside the area to get to the motorway.  No consideration seems to 
be given to people who live virtually on it  

This document was not delivered to Green Park until one week later than the exhibition dates.  This 
leaflet does not show clearly the effect on Netherton Village of opening up Netherton Lane at this 
junction.  Buses going to Old Roan Lane now turn into Copy Lane at Chapel Lane.  I cannot see what 
purpose is going to be gained by this proposal.  Netherton Lane is not wide enough for two passes to 
pass.  What do pedestrians do?  Do they have to find some means of flying over this area to avoid 
being knocked down by cars and buses.  The pavement here is already far from adequate.  It 
appears that only Edge Lane and Thornton is being considered.  Don’t Netherton residents pay rates 
too  

The proposal plan is making more problems to solve one problem, Thornton by-pass.  How do you 
supervise buses only entering and leaving Netherton Lane to N. Perimeter Rd.  Copy Lane was 
proposed to be a pedestrian only road for school children a few years ago, that was another good 
plan  

 How are you going to supervise buses only going pass Netherton Green.  The road isn’t wide 
enough and children use this to play – already the bumps have been installed to slow traffic and this 
is now going to be used as a main road through to Southport.  Ancient bylaws forbid making the 
green smaller and pavements are not wide enough for people to pass.  Forms not sent to residents 
and road opening is not marked on this map  

If a relief road is necessary, move it further North so that it joins in near to the hospice rather than at 
the junction of Park Road.  This will move it further away from residents in Holgate, Rothwells Lane, 
Park Lane, and Southport Road  

I do not agree to closing one end of Lydiate Lane as residents are going to have to go out of their 
way to get to Brickwall Lane and to Lunt and Sefton church .  Also road is necessary to help older 
people to cross Lydiate Lane to visit the cemetery and to take the supermarket lorries etc out of a 
residential area  

Whilst being in favour of the new road, long term I feel that this new road will not be able to cope with 
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an increase in traffic, and that a dual carriageway joining the Southport Rd further along towards the 
Formby by-pass would be more suitable  

The proposed road is not going to resolve the congestion but only compound it, e.g.; cars will take rat 
runs via Ince Rd and Brook Rd, plus large queues at the roundabout in question.  The only answer is 
for proposal No 6 to be considered and implemented.  This route would satisfy all parties concerned 
and relieve most of any congestion.  As regard any animal habitat being disturbed, they would just 
re-locate.  You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to see the obvious solution  

Excellent scheme from my point of view.  As long as screening is carried out to reduce visual impact.  
At the moment I have good views overlooking farmland towards Maghull.  I hope this would not be 
affected too much  

A flyover in conjunction with the proposal to lessen congestion at Switch Island  

I understand the need to move traffic from residential areas along Green Lane/N. Perimeter Rd, but 
am surprised the old road alignment next to Perimeter Rd and more at Lydiate Lane are not 
incorporated into new route to reduce land area taken .  Will any noise screening be provided for 
properties adjacent to Rothwells/Back Lanes?  When will the conflicting M57/A59/A5036 traffic 
congestion at Switch Island be addressed as an extra feed here wont help  

There is not a desire but a great need for a goods rail link (or even two) for container traffic, lots of 
railway lines are already in place .  Road traffic lorries could use a spur off Rimrose Valley.  Rail into 
various sections of Liverpool ‘containerised’ namely Speke, Edgehill, and most of all using the vast 
amount of rail already in place, plus vast amounts of space to accommodate container traffic at the 
existing Bank Hall – Sandhills complex  

Use Back Lane as part of new road and extend across field to come out at Long Lane or Blundell 
Arms pub  

Hoping that the route will take place as soon as possible  

The preferred route could have the following effects: 

1) Increase in noise and pollution in roundabout site as traffic queues to access roundabout  

2) Increase traffic on Moor Lane, Quarry Rd, (Tech Services study)  

3) New obviously fast road of preferred route will mean commuters will have to negotiate this and 
existing road to access countryside  

4) Closing Lydiate Lane would take traffic away from non residential road and possibly create a rat 
run in Runnels Lane  

Suggestions: Place roundabout closer to Long Lane/Ince Road i.e.; further away from residential 
properties.  Place weight restriction on Lydiate Lane  

I strongly feel the proposed road should be entirely separate from any existing road between Switch 
Island and A565  

Rather than close Lydiate Lane at its Eastern end I suggest either  

1) Junction of Green Lane/Lydiate Lane (Stocks) 

2) Between entrance to cemetery and Lydiate Park  

My worries would be the traffic bottleneck trying to get back onto Southport Road through the woods  

Concern at possible increase in traffic using Copy Lane.  Locals will lose the amenity of the public 
footpath which leads to open countryside also the loss of views  

I object to the new road because of the loss of amenity to local people who enjoy walking, horse 
riding, and cycling in this space.  The light and noise pollution will deter a family of owls nesting in 
Elm Farm from their flight path across to the newly developed forestry commission land their hunting 
ground.  Also the two local pubs will lose passing trade which will result in closure and site re-
development i.e.: Housing.  On balance, the loss of this green space outweighs the need for yet 
another fast road  

As a Christian minister who quite often conducts services at Thornton Crematorium, I think it is 
important that the peacefulness of the garden of rest is preserved as far as possible.  If road noise is 
going to intrude into services in the crem chapel, that would be undesirable.  Might sound proofing 
measures be necessary for the chapel  

I can’t understand why the preferred route could not be a dual carriageway.  Has this been properly 
evaluated with the other options  

I do not understand why the councils preferred option cannot be turned into a dual carriageway along 
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exactly the same route instead of a single carriageway 

 I was unable to attend either of the two exhibitions, and from the plan in this document can not 
determine how the road will link from Switch Island.  Will this block access along the Northern 
Perimeter Rd coming out of the Dunnings Park estate and from the direction of Copy Lane?  If so I 
would completely disagree with this proposed option.  I agree that something needs to be done, but 
believe this is not the best option. 

For too long winded procedure lasting at least 5 years (likely more) to deal with the increasing 
bottleneck at Lydiate Lane.  Suggest some expedition is very much indicated  

This road was 1st proposed when I was a child 50 years ago.  Road congestion has increased 
considerably since then, and yet virtually the same road is being suggested.  By the time it is built 
congestion will have increased even more.  I feel the road will be out of date before it is even built.   

I cannot believe it is the intention to join up a motorway with a dual carriageway with a single lane 
road 

Whilst option 5a will improve the current congestion, option 6 should not be discarded because 
something more will be required in the not too distant future.  A flyover built at Switch Island, giving a 
direct route from the M57 to the blue route is the eventual answer  

How did Knowsley council manage to fund and deliver a dual carriageway link for their end of the 
M57?  Once again, Sefton council go for the cheaper option, which causes local residents problems.  
A dual carriageway to finish the M57 would surely negate the need to sever the N. Perimeter Road. 

Do not understand why a direct link from N. Perimeter Rd into Switch Island has not been 
constructed before now  

Whilst the proposal is an improvement over present traffic flow and beneficial to Thornton residents.  
The proposal does nothing for us in Netherton Perimeter Road area.  I believe it will worsen our 
traffic problem.  At the moment we can wait a long time for access from Chapel Lane on to Perimeter 
Rd.  The proposed layout will make it worse and dangerous.  We are discouraged from travelling any 
other route to and from home by road bumps and humps which are having an adverse affect on my 
little family car.  Incidentally, they do nothing for road safety – the bad drivers are still bad and ignore 
the bumps.  Option 6 – blue route, is the only sensible long term solution – environmental issues 
have never stopped development before  

Is it possible to keep the A5207 open so that there is an alternative route to the new road thus the 
new road is an addition to the current route and not a replacement.  If the new road is to act as a 
replacement I feel it would be more beneficial to build a dual carriageway now to prevent further 
traffic congestion in 10 years time  

In the event that option 5 is approved, I would hope that land tax would be sufficient to allow future 
dualling, as I consider the single carriageway to be a very temporary expedient and totally 
inadequate.  I would ideally have preferred the original concept of M57 extension westwards with free 
flow links at A59/A5036 Switch Island and grade separation  

Aintree hospital (Fazakerley site) is the nearest accident & emergency unit and nearest NHS hospital 
for Crosby and Thornton residents, and anything that improves access is welcome.  As regular 
attenders we normally travel from the Thornton end of Crosby via Edge Lane through Netherton Park 
Lane , Warbreck Moor, Melling Road and Longmoor Lane, but this can take 30 minutes especially in 
rush hour.  The proposed new road would not appear to offer any advantage, except the assumed 
reduction in traffic on Edge Lane  

The reasons given for not constructing the blue route are bogus in my opinion.  The alleged negative 
impact on environmental issues is a poor excuse not to construct a permanent solution.  The 
residents of Southport Road (A565) as usual will bear the brunt.  What proposals are there for 
Southport Rd.  Will Thornton cemetery be affected, the route proposed seems to run through the 
cemetery.  Do hedgehogs come before residents? 

This is a very expensive short term solution.  But if it goes ahead the A5207 must remain in use as 
an A road.  It could carry traffic to and from Crosby, Waterloo and Bootle to and from Switch Island.  
The new by-pass would then be used to carry traffic from Southport, Formby and Hightown to and 
from Switch Island .  But in all it is still a very short term solution  

The sooner the proposals are confirmed the better.  It would reduce the safety problems associated 
with high density traffic on minor roads, reduce congestion in Copy Lane area  
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Building your by- pass or through road elsewhere.  The land you have ear marked is greenbelt.  We 
do not want increased traffic noise, people and pollution to the area.  Switch Island, Dunnings Bridge 
is possibly the most busiest areas of Liverpool so why increase the problem.  I strongly oppose your 
suggestion and will campaign against your ideas  

This road must really be laid.  The traffic past our house in the last 20 years has been quite 
horrendous.  I am surprised we don’t have more accidents.  When we moved here 35 years ago it 
was only a B road and is far too narrow to take the amount of traffic that an A road does  

Living in Holgate I do know that Lydiate Lane can be very crowded with traffic, but this is mainly at 
peak times and Sundays in summer with through traffic to Southport.  All roads nowadays are busy 
at peak times and the relief that would be felt by a small number of residents along Lydiate Lane is 
not enough of a reason to pile either new, or in other cases, more misery upon many more residents 
in the surrounding area i.e.: Moor Lane, Southport Rd and Edge Lane.  Add to this the fact that the 
forestry commission has just planted thousands of new trees which is a brilliant effort, but the 
proposed new road would destroy a great deal of the pleasure that area will bring in future years, as 
access would be curtailed.  Also what will happen to the small pockets of land created by the new 
road, how long will they remain rural  

How will it join on to the Rimrose Valley relief road.  A road through Rimrose Valley would give more 
benefits to Crosby and Dunningsbridge Road  

I hope this does go ahead, as it will help me and other people who live in Copy Lane to get to work, 
instead of being stuck in traffic jams every day  

The junctions at Switch Island and Brickwall Lane should include a flyover, in particular at Switch 
Island.  

Will we still be able to go straight down Northern Perimeter Rd towards Copy Lane police station 

A565 through Crosby takes around 25% more than its design allowed for.  If new road was 2 lane 
dual carriageway it would mean that only Ince woods would need widening in future.  I believe the 
link will become the major route to Liverpool and will take some traffic away from Crosby  

After viewing the presentation of the preferred scheme.  My main concern is how does anyone cross 
the A565 when getting off the bus from Southport at the stop by the hospice.  At present this is an 
exercise only for the fleet of foot who have excellent eye sight and nerves of steel – with the 
expected 17% increase in traffic it would then require the skill of an olympic long jumper.  Please 
think again.  

The severing and closure of the A5207 N. Perimiter Rd between Chapel Lane and Corwen Drive is 
disappointing.  This could be a welcome relief road for local traffic, instead of forcing all traffic to 
negotiate Switch Island.  The new road could run parallel to the A5207.  Based upon past 
experience, I have healthy doubts about the basis and accuracy of future traffic growth and patterns.  
I hope the new scheme will cope, without a need for yet another road scheme in the future.  Also re-
nationalise private (so called public) transport  

If you close Eastern end of Lydiate Lane, will that not put too much traffic on Edge Lane  

We moved to Corwen Drive because it was close to all local amenities yet still remained quiet.  It has 
slowly lost its appeal and decreased the value of our house due to the increased traffic – we feel  

Hopefully the new road will be landscaped along its length to blend it into the surrounding areas.  
Also if trees and bushes are planted this may help to reduce vehicle noise  

I believe it would be preferable to bring the road from Switch Island to join the Southport Road at 
Ladygreen, cutting out the accident black spot at Ince Woods  

A dual carriageway linking the Formby by-pass to Switch Island  is the only long term solution.  A 
single carriageway ending at the Southport Road will only cause another bottleneck.  This will 
encourage traffic to by-pass the new junction by using Ince Road, Brook Road, and Virgins Lane as a 
rat run which is already a dangerous problem  

Concerned over the capacity of Moor Lane to cater with flows.  Copy Lane/Dunningsbridge Road 
junction acts as a throttle to traffic at present, are you simply moving the location of the queue  

I think this is the best solution at present possible of Thornton problems, but I very much doubt it will 
have much beneficial effect on traffic through Crosby  

I am concerned that the proposed scheme will shift the congestion we suffer now to just another area  

Remember the East Lancs Road?  The A580.  It was opened as a ‘wonder of the world’ – as a single 
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carriageway, but in a very few years had to be made into a dual carriageway  

Then the gap from Ince Road to Red Squirrell restaurant must be made dual  

The economic and commercial future of Southport depends on faster links to the M6.  Retail  is 
suffering from competition elsewhere.  Manufacturers and distributors will not locate in Southport.  
There is tremendous potential as a conference centre, but not when it takes so long to get there on 
the motorway network.  Environmentalists should stop obstructing the construction of arterial routes 
critical to the economy of the region  

Local contractors should be used on building the new road using the many unemployed young 
layabouts  

Safety aspect should make dual road only option.  Also junction of Long Lane and Ince Road should 
be addressed as this junction is becoming more dangerous by the day  

A dual carriageway is needed for all the traffic going through to Crosby, Formby and Southport.  The 
Northern Perimeter Road is busy all day, and at peak times the traffic queues back to St Benets 
church, getting out of Corwen Drive is terrible, no pedestrian crossing to cross the road.  Queues 
form because of the traffic lights at Copy Lane.  No right turn filter, yet Park Road – Boundary Rd – 
Kirkstone Rd all have right turn filters.  The noise from the traffic can be heard from our bungalow  

I disagree with the need for Northern Perimeter Rd to be severed as this will only impede the local 
residents and cause resentment, as probably will the closure of Lydiate Lane at its Eastern end.  This 
is a route much used by the local people who want to divert the traffic to and from Switch Island away 
from their area  

Junction of Copy Lane on to N Perimeter is a horrendous junction in Peak times and at weekends.  
Any plans to improve this area in the future?  

As a driver who uses this route most days of the week, there is a definite need for improvement.  
However, I feel that most of the problem starts at Switch Island.  I have never seen such bad design 
and planning for a road system.  The queues build up at Switch Island for traffic going to Thornton, 
Crosby and Southport.  Make the traffic flow freer here and the problem will be alleviated.  Diverting it 
around Lydiate Lane and Green Lane does not solve the problem  

There will be massive hold ups at the roundabout Southport Rd and Quarry Rd.  Cabs will turn down 
Green Lane (as a rat run),  to avoid queuing at roundabout to turn towards Switch Island  

We are looking forward to the preferred route which is long overdue, and will improve peoples health 
and the environment  

When I keep to speed limits 30 and 40 on N Perimeter Rd, I always find others who ignore these 
limits and try to force me to go faster.  Eventually they overtake.  Will consideration be given for 
those of us who prefer to keep to the speed limit? Possibly 50 mph on the new road.   

This link road was proposed years ago, running from the Netherton Park, next to Bootle golf course 
and passed the Cabbage Inn, it should have been sorted then.  This proposal and road cannot come 
quick enough.  Lydiate Lane should not be closed, it needs to be kept open when using local routes 

(a) Utilise the ground between Netherton and Ford estates (known as the Holy Ghost Hills) to link 
from the new road to Netherton Way.  Apparently this was earmarked before I was born. 

(b) Use Rimrose Valley to connect docks to Switch Island/M57/M58 

Our quality of life is damaged by the perpetual flow of Formby/Southport traffic.  Make it right if only 
for the next generation  

The speed limit on this road should be 30 mph from end to end  

A weight restriction should be placed on Lydiate Lane when the new road is in service  

Because of the ever increasing amount of vehicles using the roads into Liverpool and Southport.  I 
feel that a dual carriageway would be a more appropriate long term money saving project  

The red route was agreed by 93% of the local population in 1990 not 1995 – the money and 
agreement from the conservatives was there.  It was part of the joining of the dual Formby by-pass to 
the dual exit of the M57 in the form of a dual carriageway by pass for Thornton, only the farmers 
objected!!! The blue route would never be agreed because of the hospice.  Single carriageway will 
only be a stopguard  

As long as it causes the least congestion to the area, local residents especially  

In the early nineties local residents were given a choice and overwhelmingly chose the red route.  
This apparently did not suit the powers that be.  The red route makes sense as it is a dual 
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carriageway and avoids the Ince Woods.  Call me cynical, but will we continue to be given more 
options in a few years time until certain people get what they want  

Let us, the long suffering public have the final word, and have the construction under way very soon 
before 2004  

The road comes off Switch Island parallel to, but not along the existing route of the N. Perimeter Rd  

I would like the planning to very strongly think ahead and consider what this new highway will do to 
the environment twenty years from now.  Please do the job properly to avoid unnecessary 
disturbance to plant and wildlife and enhance the surrounding countryside  

The people of Green Lane, Lydiate have waited long enough, please give us plan 5a and also make 
our life bearable and close off Lydiate Lane, or this will become a rat run.  I am sure the people of 
Thornton would not mind using the new route plan 5 rather than have Lydiate Lane open to people 
using it as a rat run  

I strongly agree with the councils plans – this time opposition shouldn’t result in a do nothing 
approach  

We have just moved here from Sussex.  The traffic here is not so bad – only a queue for about one 
hour twice per day .  I join that queue every morning and afternoon and I have been amazed how 
quickly it clears once the traffic lights are green.  From our house to the centre of Crosby is 10 
minutes at peak morning time.  So where is the need for yet another road?  I love the countryside at 
the end of Rothwells Lane – a road would ruin that forever – please think twice  

Option 5a seems to be wholly concerned with traffic flow between Southport Road and Switch Island 
(M57, M58).  What about traffic from Liverpool to Southport on the A565?  By obeying the Highway 
Code (i.e.: give way to traffic on the right) means that from 3.00 pm every weekday afternoon, Moor 
Lane will be badly congested.  An island is not an ideal solution, traffic lights would be better.  Do 
away with Green Lane lights, make it a one way road – South to North – with only a left turn at 
Netherton end  

My family and I use Back Lane on a daily basis several times a day.  Blocking access to Back Lane 
by this new road, will add another mile to each journey because we will have to use Lunt Rd/Long 
Lane and Southport Rd, or Lunt Rd, Brickwall Lane and Lydiate Lane.  This proposal is unacceptable 
as it stands and there should be consideration for access to Lunt via Back Lane  

Do not close Lydiate Lane  

Do not agree with closing the Northern Perimeter Rd at Hollinhey Close, as this will inevitably create 
a short cut to and from Dunningbridge Rd via Chapel Lane and Copy Lane, thereby increasing the 
traffic through Netherton residential area.  The Northern Perimeter Rd should be linked to the new 
road  

I feel the councils preferred scheme is absolutely ludicrous.  Not only will it devalue the most 
attractive houses in Thornton, it will increase noise and traffic in Quarry Rd, Southport Rd, and Moor 
Lane – which are already practically grid locked in the rush hours.  The new road will spoil the natural 
environment and the stunning views in front of Southport Rd.  This preferred scheme will achieve 
nothing except the destruction of countryside  

I have no objection to Lydiate Lane remaining open at both ends  

The volume of traffic will have trebled by the time this road is built, so the road will have to be a dual 
carriageway  

There is a great need to alleviate traffic in and around Thornton, but also the terrible congestion in 
Crosby through Waterloo and on to Seaforth.  I do not think option 5 will tempt people away from the 
link through Crosby.  You will be tinkering with the problem rather than a true fix, but something must 
be done  

Sooner or later the M57 will have to be extended to link Southport/Preston, so more easing of 
congestion  

The council must be prepared to react if this scheme is not received as expected, instead of leaving 
the problem half solved.  I would be prepared to accept the disruption on the understanding that it 
would significantly enhance my use of the link road and surrounding areas  

We need this road ASAP.  Enough time and money has been wasted on this already, we need action  

We do not think a single carriageway is sufficient for the volume of traffic especially at peak times  

In today's car society the amount of motor vehicles is only going to get bigger.  People will not use 
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public transport, so you have to look 20/30 years ahead and plan for that, and even then that might 
not be the answer.  But option 6 is the only option that will serve the needs of the local community as 
it gets larger in the years to come  

This road is in no way beneficial to the residents of Netherton.  It benefits Formby, Hightown, 
Thornton, Ince, Southport residents, so why should we suffer a road that will decrease my ho 

use value – put it well away from housing and let it benefit everyone and not just the minorities.  
Don’t pick on a small group of residents with not all info  

Please re-assess – residents in Netherton Village were not given ample time/informed notification by 
letter of a meeting, which we will take further as a body to the highest level  

More roads do not solve traffic congestion.  Better public transport does.  More roads will increase 
traffic and increase pollution, affecting the health of local residents, particularly children.  A road here 
ruins an unspoiled area, with plenty of wildlife, some rare and declining which should be protected, 
this area is also used by walkers and cyclists  

New carriageway needs to be located away from housing, also bus routes should not be through 
Netherton Village  

As I am sure the council is aware, by simply placing signposts on the new entrance to Netherton 
Green stating bus route and access only, this will not deter other drivers using Netherton Green as a 
quick short cut.  This will turn Netherton Green into a race track as cars speed off Northern 
Perimeter, thus placing the lives of children and pedestrians in danger  

The option 6 proposal at the Switch Island end and the Option 5 proposal at the Quarry Rd end looks 
like a much better option, either as a dual or single carriageway.  This would leave the Northern 
Perimeter Rd open as access for local residents .  Also public transport would not be affected  

It will cause damage to the wildlife of the area, many of which has not been taken into account.  Plus 
the fact it may cause heavy pollution  

There has been no consultation from the council, I picked these forms up myself.  I do not agree with 
opening Copy Lane as a two way bus lane.  It’s already congested with parents dropping children off.  
It would cause more congestion in the mornings and be very hazardous for children living on the 
estate.  There needs to be further consultation between the council and residents before opening 
Copy Lane.  It was not advertised as they say, or if it was to the wrong residents  

A single carriageway across fields and if necessary through Ince Woods would be ideal.  Your 
proposal only shifts all inconvenience from Thornton to our specific area of Netherton  

Do not want Village Green to change from what it is now  

I have lived off Copy Lane for twenty years and totally disagree with the proposal of Copy Lane being 
opened up for buses and large vehicles to enter by the opening and closing of some of the roads.  It 
is dangerous and will spoil a semi rural position, making it dangerous and will cause total gridlocks 
outside of schools and church .  As residents paying rates we need to kept totally informed of such 
changes in person, as we will be heavily affected by such changes in the future  

Cannot understand why you propose to bring the carriageway close to residential housing, thus 
putting health and safety at risk.  I would like you to know that I only received information of this 
proposal on 3-11-03 and so did the rest of surrounding residents on Village Green  

Why spend a lot of money on improvement measures for pedestrians through Thornton, when along 
the A5207 N. Perimeter Rd and Lydiate Lane the houses are only on one side of the road.  I also 
suggest that signs all around Seaforth flyover at the container dock be erected saying ‘All through 
traffic’ taking them up to Switch Island and not through Waterloo, Crosby and Thornton, it must be a 
cheap option that might just work  

A dual carriageway going through to Ince Woods would be the only satisfactory way to solve this 
problem  

Take proposed new road from Switch Island to Southport Rd thus making it a true by-pass, and leave 
existing Perimeter road for local residents access and for public transport and emergency services  

The new route should not cause the closure of a section of Northern Perimeter Rd which would allow 
public transport and local residents normal access.  The new proposed route doubles the traffic 
passing the area of Netherton between Chapel Lane and Netherton Lane exposing the residents to 
unacceptable levels of noise and toxic pollution.  The new route would require bus traffic to pass 
through Netherton Village on roads not suitable for heavy traffic  
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Has the effect of the proposed new Ikea store been taken into account when the study was done.  
The road system does not seem designed to deal with the influx of traffic that would create, 
regardless of any new road. 

I totally oppose the re-opening of Netherton Lane as this would mean increased traffic and 
congestion occurring on my door step.  This will increase danger for local school children and simply 
more congestion from Green Lane to Netherton Village.  Surely there is an alternative to opening this 
junction.  Plan:- Leave Chapel Lane open to continue with traffic  also bus route, and leave Netherton 
Green residents to enjoy the peace and quiet of the village green  

The only solution to the traffic problem at Switch Island and Dunningsbridge Rd is an extension of the 
M57 to Formby by-pass and a dual carriageway off the extension through Rimrose Valley to 
Liverpool Rd at Crosby (Option 6).  Using the Knowsley expressway as an example 

Please keep all residents informed – no one living on the Fernbank Estate received this form .  Does 
the new Link Rd have to join the N. Perimeter Rd? Can it not go from Switch Island straight to 
Brickwall Lane via farmland  

I had not heard of any proposal regarding buses going through Village Green, which sounds 
dangerous as we have two schools locally.  Also lots of traffic from Green Park and Maritime Court.  
The Village Green is rather narrow for a bus route  

I feel that there is no need to sever the Northern Perimeter Road, as this will affect my access to 
Switch Island and also add to extra traffic through Netherton Green (St Benets Church) area, 
creating environmental problems to local residents  

I think that the effect of Option 5a will cause much more traffic on Copy Lane where there are two 
schools.  At the present time there are problems with the school drop offs – plus the buses route use 
it to reach the Old Roan bus station.  They would need to use this road to return to Liverpool.  There 
are road calming bumps on this Copy Lane area so traffic would be gridlocked with tailbacks.  The 
church would be presented with problems as the overflow church is on the Sefton estate and one 
priest to service both churches  

The proposed new road avoids Green Lane and Lydiate Lane.  It should also avoid the N. Perimeter 
Rd in the same way.  The N. Perimeter Rd is an important access road  

It is obvious that when a Link Rd is built between Switch Island and Thornton, the already large 
amounts of vehicles using the road will increase dramatically and that a single carriageway will be 
insufficient, a dual carriageway would be a better option  

I think it is absolutely crazy, ludicrous to have traffic diverted off Northern Perimeter Rd and passing 
by two schools and a church via Netherton Green.  I can’t believe the mentality of people who could 
suggest this.  You only have to see the traffic now on school days at 9.00 am and 3.00 pm – see for 
yourselves  

Although I agree that a relief road is necessary, the proposed new road will ease the congestion at 
Thornton, but it will only move it to the area of Netherton Village  

Your proposal will cut St Benets church off from the Sefton estate.  Why can’t it go across the fields.  
It’s not as if it’s a motorway.  I am all for keeping the green belt, but the congestion in this area is 
dreadful.  I would strongly suggest that you come down to Copy Lane in the morning when pupils are 
coming to school  

Ensure landscaping – tree planting etc exceeds requirements.  Retain and return as much land to 
greenbelt.  Keep existing access Perimeter Road  

People living in Netherton Village and Copy Lane are unable to cross the N. Perimeter Rd at the 
moment. Proposal 4 would make us an Island surrounded by traffic, the residents at the top of Copy 
Lane also have busy Dunningsbridge Rd to contend with  

What is needed for future traffic is a dual carriageway  

Signposting coming off the motorway could significantly reduce traffic along Green Lane  

The road should be lined with trees and large shrubs to provide attractive screening, reduce 
environmental impact and absorb some of the resultant noise and air pollution .  Small wildlife 
tunnels should be installed at intervals beneath the road to allow safe passage to local wildlife 
(hedgehogs etc)  

Keep Perimeter Rd as it is and build new road totally on green field.  Copy Lane cannot be expected 
to accommodate heavy goods vehicles/buses etc and Netherton Green is a conservation area so 
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road cannot be improved easily-safely.  The suggested route will increase rat runs on Browns Lane, 
St Oswalds Lane  

Flyover direct from M57  

I am very concerned about recent plans (which we were not notified about) to close part of the 
Perimeter Rd and Chapel Lane and open the road for access past the Village Green.  This will cause 
major problems as traffic from Crosby, Thornton, Sefton not wishing to go to Switch Island will travel 
through our quiet village and past two schools to pass Copy Lane police station.  I agree that a road 
may be needed to ease traffic from Thornton, but it will create even more problems in Netherton if 
this is allowed to go ahead.  I think the Perimeter Rd should remain open, and build a separate route 
from Switch Island to Thornton across land/fields to take traffic from Formby/Southport.  The plan to 
build Ikea in Netherton will create more concerns with increased traffic to the area and added 
pollution  

I am concerned about the environment.  What happens if the new road gets clogged with traffic?  I 
think someone will want to build on the land next to the new road and similar problems await us in 
the future.  I hope no more green belt is built on.  The map clearly shows how ripe that stretch of land 
is for developing  

It will create problems with local businesses and people travelling to work on time.  We have enough 
problems with traffic on school runs as it is.  We have enough difficulty getting to our own homes on 
a daily basis now, then it is made worse when we have the races, enough is enough  

The only way to avoid traffic problems is to make a flyover at Switch Island as was the original 
proposal and a dual carriageway to Woodvale  

Could we please have some speed bumps from Old Road station to Copy Lane traffic lights as this 
small stretch is used as a speed run  

I hope that the councils proposal will take a lot of traffic problems from Copy Lane and not give us 
more traffic  

Build big roads wherever practical.  Do not mix HGV and DLG traffic without considering traffic flow – 
no point in simply re-routing the problem, jams and queues.  Switch Island itself is a nightmare and if 
all the through traffic could flow past Copy Lane instead of through it and then through Thornton, 
surely Switch Island could then flow easier  

We notice that on the plans the N. Perimeter Rd would be closed to through traffic.  What about 
public transport – buses.  We, the elderly do not have the capabilities to cross over the whole of the 
estate to Copy Lane etc.  Why, when council policy and government policy encourages us to use 
public transport, you, the planners make it harder to use, not easier.  If this item of the plan is 
implemented, then the younger more able will not walk over the estate but will use their cars  

I think the road proposal is desperately needed as a resident living in Crosby, the area suffers too 
much from congestion and it part of this was elevated and taken away from the area this would 
significantly improve matters and preserve the Crosby and Thornton areas 

A flyover (mini spaghetti junction) is the ultimate – motorway traffic could continue on the expressway 
(as Speke) towards the Southport Road, unhindered by lights /roundabout. 

Will the proposed pedestrian ‘island’ at the junction of Runnells Lane/Lydiate Lane still be going 
ahead and when?  Or will the link road deem this unnecessary as the traffic should be greatly 
reduced.  The way the cars and wagons swerve around this corner it’s a wonder people haven’t been 
killed 

One comment is that by 2006 a dual carriage way will be required something needs to be done now 
and no more dilly dally 

A new road should totally avoid the Northern Perimeter Road from Switch Island as this would only 
increase traffic for all residents homes backing onto the Northern Perimeter Road.  It seems like only 
residents of Lydiate and Green Lane are gaining from this plan and residents around Northern 
Perimeter Road will suffer considerably from the plan if its going to go ahead residents on both roads 
should be considered especially as traffic will get heavier every year and only Northern Perimeter 
residents will suffer more and more 

Unfortunately most ‘shop floor’ suggestions end up on the shop floor, because in the main all these 
projects objectives are for profit and the share holders, which inevitably brings poor future planning/ 
unless the sites can be constantly revisited for updates.  Need I say more 
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I cannot see the need to close off Lydiate Lane as the traffic would be greatly eased 

As a resident of Quarry Road, Thornton, I do not believe myself or my neighbours will benefit from 
the preferred route.  Indeed conditions may deteriorate in that traffic may well become heavier as 
vehicles head for and exit from the new road. 

Nevertheless the scheme will be of benefit to the vast majority of Thornton residents and on that 
basis I and my support the scheme with the provisos: 

 I take the view that the line of the proposed road should be adjusted to pass on eastern side of 
Orchard House rather than the western side as proposed 

The proposed roundabout opposite to Park View/Southport Road should be as  

far away to the east of the above junction as possible so as to relieve congestion on the nearby 
residential areas 

the traffic signals at Quarry Road/Green Lane must remain as, currently, they provide the residents 
on the southern side of Quarry Road with the opportunity to exit their driveways when traffic  is 
heavy.  Similarly they allow traffic to exit Ince Road 

Similar provision will probably need to be made for the residents of Park View and Southport Road 

Park View and Quarry Road must not be allowed to become ‘car parks’ for traffic heading for and 
exiting from the proposed new road and traffic calming measures may need to be introduced 

The current ‘highways’ policy of using Moor Lane, Quarry Road, Park View and Southport Road as 
traffic stacking areas to relieve pressure on Crosby Village must be re thought. 

Your show pictures of wildlife and habitat .  it would be good to know what disturbance there maybe, 
and what preservation and renewal will be put in place 

Improvements are desperately needed to ease congestion which at the moment is progressively 
worsening 

What about the M57 and the new road.  These should be linked via a bridge over Switch Island 

A single carriageway is not enough for the traffic volume at present 

Please consider a dual carriageway 

Although I strongly agree with the preferred scheme, I hope planners and construction workers will 
take care not to harm the local wildlife 

Traffic congestion is so bad now – a total bottle neck of cars – that a dual carriageway is the only 
way forward for the future of Crosby/Thornton and surrounding areas 

I do not agree with the plan to close Lydiate Lane at its eastern end 

This will only cause traffic to use my road – Edge Lane 

Lydiate Lane should be closed at its western end 

I think this route should be used in conjunction with the existing routes, i.e. do not close Green Lane 
or sever Northern Road  

Time to get a move on – 5 years to completion, traffic can only get worse in that time 

I feel that because of the traffic problems and the number of schools in the area, plus new houses 
being built in Thornton, any measures to reduce traffic flow in the area are to be welcomed 

My worry is that traffic will come down Green Lane and cut through Runnells  Lane onto Edge Lane – 
if you cut off Lydiate Lane at the east end 

Please hurry up and do the job to make it easier for residents of the area and also for drivers getting 
to Southport 

After a short while commuters will find that this new route is of little use to them and will then return to 
the old route 

Option 6 is the obvious answer, damage to environment would be short term only, as the wildlife will 
always find new homes 

I despair at the decisions made by the local council  

Leave it as it currently is no need for another road 

I though that from previous discussions etc that the Northern Perimeter Road would not be partially 
used as per the current proposal.  The flow/volume of traffic on it will now most likely increase and be 
noisier.  I have lived in …… for 8 years and the traffic noise has got worse especially noticeable 
being the house closest to the main road.  Why cannot the proposed road be built parallel to the 
Northern Perimeter and separated by an environmentally friendly barrier – trees to reduce the noise 
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down  

How will this link up with the recently published plans for Switch Island?  Will the new road utilise the 
existing A5207?  It should be a separate road to keep free access for residents and to divert traffic 
away from residents and schools 

Runnells Lane – yes if you block Lydiate Lane off at eastern end.  Our land will be a further death 
trap all the traffic will divert down it to get on or off Edge Lane.  We have enough traffic problems as it 
is (buses etc) this includes fast cars we have requested speed ramps and been told no so what 
chance now 

It would be a lot more efficient to have a dual carriageway link instead of single carriageway 

I support Options 1 & 2 combined but disagree with the proposal to close Lydiate Lane at its eastern 
end 

It is a well known fact that traffic increases to fill the bypass and the road it displaces will increase 
congestion on Moor Lane 

I am also concerned that if the bypass is approved the housing will be allowed on green belt land to 
the wet right up to the road (the land is too small for farming) 

We are just happy in the thought that something is being done to alleviate the rush hour congestion 
in the area, we both wish you every success 

The new link road will have an immediate impact on what little countryside is left in the area.  I feel it 
is responsible to balance this with better maintenance and care for the remaining open spaces and 
countryside.  These would be Rimrose Park, Park in Duningbridge housing estate, Leeds & Liverpool 
canal and other open areas.  To encourage what natural wild life in the area with increased and 
sensible planting and maintenance. 

To relieve congestion around Crosby, Thornton Waterloo etc it is long overdue, hurry up 

Having lived in Sefton for a large part of my life, I have seen the build up of traffic over the years.  
The money was available some 40 years ago and nothing was done.  Please don’t let the opportunity 
slip by 

I cannot believe that from date preferred scheme announced that  it will take two years at the earliest 
before commencement for construction can begin, this seems an excessive lead time 

The sooner the better 

Traffic is annually increasing.  The majority of traffic in this area is Formby to M57.  The M57 should 
be fully extended as it has very successfully in the south to Speke/Garston.  The motorway network 
must ultimately be extended to Formby/Southport.  Creating a halfway 5A route will simply allow the 
area to be more congested anyway.  Brickwall Lane/Sefton village is already an extremely congested 
rat route for heavy goods vehicles avoiding the Switch Island area.  Relief to this area will only come 
by extending the M57 northwards fully now. 

This road has been a long time coming and needs to be completed as fast as possible to ease the 
traffic passing through Crosby to Liverpool/Bootle from Formby and Southport.  Has the plan for the 
Crosby Relief Road between Lydiate Lane and Gorsey Lane been forgotten about?  This would take 
traffic going to Seaforth/Bootle/Litherland away from causing more hold ups at Switch Island? 

If it is going to take five years before completion there needs to be serious consideration taken re: the 
junction Buckley Hill, Green Lane and the Northern Perimeter Road.  Turning right to the Northern 
Perimeter Road has to be a breath holding experience with an accident of fatal consequences 
waiting to happen!  Or does this have to happen first!!! 

My husband and I are very concerned that another main road so close will de-value our property and 
make it less desirable to perspective purchasers should we decide to sell! 

Furthermore one of the main reasons we bought this property was because of the pleasing aspect 
around the property! 

Why not bring out the new road past JOSPICE to give the patients some peace and quiet in their 
terminal care 

This alteration to the road system has been talked about for decades lets have some action for once.  
Living off Moor Lane it has meant going any where at the weekend a nightmare. 

I also use the North perimeter road every day 

A single carriageway on a major trunk route after exiting the M57/M58 is a recipe for accidents; and 
short term planning. 
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The route follows open countryside so construction is not hindered nor property involved. 

The original RED route was the best option then and now, ignoring the ‘tree huggers’ 

Most of the traffic through Thornton is from Liverpool, people are merely trying an easy passage by 
taking routes through Stanley Road – Litherland and Sefton to avoid the congestion in Crosby 

The proposed new link road is the best option but is there anything that can be done to stop the 
traffic from speeding along Lydiate Lane now.  I constantly see all this and it concerns me a great 
deal 

How much longer its taken too long now I thought this was well passed and should have been started 
before now 

Whilst I don’t think it would effect me, surely closing Lydiate at its eastern end would inconvenience 
people living in Runnell Lane trying to get to Brickwall Lane as they would have to travel via Edge 
Lane! 

It would also be nice if completion could be brought forward? 

Should maintain the current road and add the new road to maximise capacity 

For the safety of our children the link to the new highway from the northern perimeter will definitely 
increase the traffic causing children to be at risk 

There are so many children going to and from schools on this stretch of road 

Option 6 would solve the problem taking all the heavy traffic away from Thornton the preferred option 
plan would still cause a problem 

By the time the single route is built a double route will be required 

Would like to have new road away from Northern Perimeter road for the full distance up to Switch 
Island.  Our residence is a stones throw from the Northern Perimeter Road  

I hope provision will be made for walkers using the public footpaths affected by the proposed road 
also that any future widening of the road will not affect Ince Woods and its wildlife adversely 

The detailed design should allow for dual carriageway in future 

The recreational ground next to the Northern Perimeter will be sandwiched between two roads, as a 
parent I would be extremely worried about this 

Do not agree with the increase of traffic and noise and pollution to the Northern Perimeter 

As a resident of the area for over 20 years, I have watched a steady build up of (traffic volume) I’m 
sure its much heavier now than was planned for when the housing estates where first built.  The 
volume of traffic can not be ignored any longer, in the interest of safety and free flowing traffic this 
scheme must be implemented now. 

Traffic lights should be considered at junction of Brickwall/Buckley Hill and Northern Perimeter Road. 

Traffic lights should be considered at the junctions of Brickwall Lane/Buckley Hill and the Northern 
Perimeter road 

A relief road from the Seaforth roundabout to the new highway via Rimrose Valley park to relieve 
heavy congestion from Crosby and Edge Lane Thornton 

How quickly can we start !!! 

The only answer is to go through Ince Woods with a dual carriageway onto the Formby by pass by 
Weld Blundell pub.  The woods do nothing there have been deaths and road accidents for years, it is 
a black spot and by building a road from Switch Island to a roundabout just creates a bottle neck. 

Leave existing routes open 

From Southport to Hightown  going south too many have to commute to Liverpool for their work.  
Transferring their offices to the Southport area would  save having to commute 

We have waited this long for a link, lets do it properly a dual carriageway is the answer for speed 
traffic flow – imagine the chaos with for instance breakdowns at the A565 Moor Lane with its single 
carriageway.  Lets go dual 

The council has spent thousands + going over the same ground – year on year we have been 
bombarded with expensive brochures etc  it is about time to make a move.  The situation is not going 
to change which ever political party is in power 

The traffic on Copy Lane and St Oswald Road will treble and will be a disaster for the schools and 
the pupils of the nursery St Benets Primary/Infants St Ambrose Barlow and Bootle High 

It needs to go ahead asap 
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Traffic on all approaches to Switch Island seems to be growing and will only get worse if 
developments such as IKEA go ahead 

Copy Lane between Ormskirk Road and Dunnings Bridge Road is becoming heavily congested this 
proposal must signpost traffic away from Copy Lane and round to Switch Island 

I am concerned that whatever you do will only be a temporary measure, especially with the plans to 
build a branch IKEA ,  so the traffic on the A59 and Copy Lane will be even heavier. 

It is a well know fact that more roads ‘create’ more traffic.  Is there any case for better public 
transport links? 

I say no to this plan! 

Why should I put up with a bus route that not there now 

Why should I put up with the noise and pollution 

Option 6 dual carriage way is the way forward.  As Option five will be out of date by 2008, then you 
will have to start all over again to widen it, like the bridge on the M6 

Should go back to original route that is outlined in A- Z 

Sefton Council needs to think again about this route 

New road needs to be away from Netherton and leave Northern Perimeter road for locals. 

I don’t want the proposal to happen because I built my own home and feel this proposal will decrease 
the value of my property 

I like living in Netherton Village and I want to keep it a village 

It would mean a bus route very close to my house and the road isn’t suitable for two lane traffic plus 
the area is part of flats where elderly people live also there would be no where for these people to 
walk in safety back and forward to where they live 

I suggest you re-consider Netherton Green you are going to use this as the link onto road when it 
only wide enough for one car.  This is going to cause problems and accidents and congestion.  We in 
Netherton would do better to have option 6 and leave Netherton Green alone and go at the back from 
Switch island across the fields to Southport Road instead of thinking about the people of so called 
upper class!!  We did not get a vote on this one 

I have been waiting for over 30 years for the road to be built 

I do support a single link but not the one you propose.  The new road should not use part of the 
Northern Perimeter Road.  A new link road from Switch Island through the existing fields alongside 
the Northern Road should be built taking all traffic away from the Northern Road. 

This proposal does nothing realistically to relieve congestion during rush hour periods through 
Crosby Waterloo or Thornton traffic travelling to Bootle/Liverpool will not use the new link road as 
they have no need or desire to tangle with the mayhem at Switch Island.  The Islands on the new link 
road will do nothing to ease traffic flow 

Please think again about this route 

If you must construct a new link from Switch Island you should not do it to the detriment of people in 
Netherton on the Northern Perimeter Road and Southport Road/Moor Lane Ince Woods.  
Consideration must also be given to speed limits with regard to the number of accidents through Ince 
Woods 

Too much traffic through the village, we are surrounded with busy roads already.  A motorway?? 
Taking more green space away from the area.  Why couldn’t the road follow the old railway track. 

I think it is important to keep easy access to the crematorium along with the new road  

N. Perimeter Rd should remain open, otherwise Copy Lane will be used as a short cut to gain access 
to Dunningsbridge Road.  As there are two schools on Copy Lane we need to limit traffic flow in this 
area, not add to it or use it as a bus route  

Have all involved areas residents been advised of proposals. The decision to have Copy Lane as full 
bus route passing both schools with dropping off/picking up car parking on narrow road, seems very 
irresponsible and a major regression in planning  

Since the Northern Perimeter Rd will need to be severed to limit the flow of through traffic with which 
I agree, I am concerned about the access from the N. Perimeter Rd to Netherton Village, St Benets 
church, the Social Club and the school in Copy Lane, I would like further details of this particular 
access  

I have travelled all over Great Britain in my job as HGV driver and it gets no better.  The solution lies 
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like the North Circular Rd A406 in London.  All junctions go over or under each other, everything 
keeps moving, think to the future and address the volume problem not the time now 

You should leave the N. Perimeter Rd the way it is and simply build a dual carriageway next to it, so 
the congestion may be kept to the least it possibly can.  This will mean that there will be enough road 
provision for the volume of traffic passing along this stretch.  A dual carriageway would solve all 
problems.  Two motorways do actually finish at Switch Island  

I would not agree to the closure of Lydiate Lane at the eastern end, because there may still be 
motorists like myself who would prefer to travel the quieter route, if the councils proposal goes ahead 

I live on the Redrow estate off Copy Lane.  Your proposal of linking the new road with the Northern 
Perimeter Will create a ‘rat run’ along Copy Lane.  I have spoken to one of your planners who 
believes people will not use this route as a short cut.  However, human nature dictates that if a 
shortcut is available people will use it.  Also your idea of allowing 5 buses per hour to use Copy Lane 
is ludicrous.  I presume you are aware there are 2 schools and a park on Copy Lane.  I believe that 
this proposal will alleviate the problems on the N. Perimeter, but will have an adverse effect on the 
residents of Copy Lane  

I am a resident on the Western side of Moor Lane and at present at certain times of the day it is 
almost impossible to enter Moor Lane to go South and often difficult to turn left – except for taking 
advantage of the traffic lights at Chesterfield Road.  The prospect of any increase is unnerving.  A 
roundabout is proposed at the new junction with Southport Rd, and if there are no lights there traffic 
will build up and clog Moor Lane in the morning, especially as it is traffic moves only when the lights 
are green, long delays will be inevitable. 

The point joining Netherton Lane and N. Perimeter Rd was closed several years ago, which has 
resulted in a massive reduction in RTA’s at the junction of Chapel Lane and Copy Lane.  Re-opening 
this junction will lead to an upsurge in accidents.  It will also turn a nice quiet neighbourhood into a 
main thoroughfare.  Can you please advise me why this leaflet was only put through my door on 4th 
November 3 weeks after the exhibition detailed for local viewing  

Access across into Chapel Lane needs consideration.  Two way for buses along Copy Lane will lead 
to congestion at St Benets school.  Will roundabouts at Southport Rd and Brickwall Lane lead to 
more congestion.  Bus operators will reduce service if delays are encountered.  Corwen Drive traffic 
will divert via Copy Lane increasing traffic flow  

You still have the problem of Dunnings Bridge Rd crossing Switch Island.  It will become a lot worse 
if Ikea and other big companies take up residence in the area  

I do not agree with the intention to close access to the houses in Southport Rd on the bend near 
Quarry Rd  

You should take into consideration the fact that there are two schools and the children use Netherton 
Lane as part of their walk to school.  Also there are a lot of elderly and disabled people in the 
community of Green Park – Village Courts who would find the extra traffic a problem, and also the 
Village Green is a protected area.  Also we chose to live here because of the no Through Road 

I do support a single link road, but not the one you propose.  The new link road should not use part of 
the Northern Perimeter Road.  The new link road from Switch Island should go through fields 
alongside the N. Perimeter Rd taking all traffic away from the N. Perimeter  

I feel the road is not wide enough for buses.  My husband is blind and I take him for a quiet walk 
each day.  One of the reasons we chose to live here was because there is no traffic, also school 
children use this road  

The island should be situated at the junction of Long Lane/Ince Rd as access from and to this lane 
and road would severely restrict flow of traffic.  Question: When did Lydiate Lane change from the 
B5194 to an A road  

The major elements are generally good, but the effect on the residents of Southport Rd and Park 
View must be reconsidered and improved before the plan goes any further.  The design does nothing 
for the residents of Southport Rd.  The roundabout must be moved further back into the farm land, 
taking the road from/to Formby further away from the properties on Southport Rd.  The residents 
have not been protected by serious landscaping to reduce noise, pollution and vibration from the 
increased traffic, no details of a ‘quiet road surface’, changes to speed limits, unobtrusive lighting.  It 
will be difficult to access the properties off Southport Rd and to gain access to the new road.  The 
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access slip road to the properties fronting Southport Rd must be maintained 

The Northern Perimeter should stay open and be able to service Netherton.  The new relief road 
should be for traffic to Ainsdale, Formby and Southport.  Fifty percent of the traffic on the N. 
Perimeter Rd turns left at the police station to go to the motorway.  The Northern Perimiter road 
works, by closing this road you will push traffic through residential areas with fatal consequences!  By 
opening Netherton Lane and making buses come down Copy would have a snowball  

Effect with people using it as a short cut and turning it into a rat run.  I am totally against sending 
more traffic through a school and residential area, and ask you to reconsider this proposal  

This ‘News Update’ has only just been given to me 11/11/03, and to my knowledge none of the 
residents on this estate have been informed.  Your map is ten years out of date.  This estate will be 
the most affected by this development and you don’t even know we exist.  Didn’t anybody come and 
look  

I strongly object to the opening of Netherton Lane as it is too narrow, also children use this lane for 
going to school, there are 3 schools in Copy Lane.  You should have let us know so we could have 
gone to the meeting.  Why spoil a lovely little village that is the older part of Netherton, we all pay our 
rates around here  

Has anybody calculated the increase of noise and pollution to residents of Netherton  

Is it not possible to move the road further over into the fields away from Netherton Village  

The noise from buses will increase as we have 12 buses an hour now which will increase to 24 
buses.  Also a child will die from one of the schools due to added traffic.  Also, on school letting out 
time, it can be impossible to get down Copy Lane now, with added traffic it will come to a standstill  

Put road into green belt land  

Influx in traffic too close to residential houses 

Health & Safety on Copy Lane  

What provision has been made for pedestrians/cyclists going North at Switch Island.  Is a roundabout 
really necessary at Brickwall Lane?  A straightforward bridge with no access/exit would be a simpler 
and safer idea with no added congestion.  You don’t need another access in the middle of a 3 mile 
by-pass 

We have heard that you propose to open Netherton Lane by the ‘No Entry’ sign, which is situated 
right next to our property.  We strongly oppose this issue if it is known to be true.   

We do not want to see buses travelling through Netherton Village  

Go back to the drawing board and start again  

It’s a shame a dual carriageway is’nt proposed, but at least a single carriageway will relieve some of 
the traffic chaos in Thornton  

Why should Netherton Village suffer with buses coming through the route proposed.  They already 
come in now via Chapel Lane en route for the Old Roan.  This little corner of Green Park – Netherton 
Green is a lovely little place, the people that visit are so surprised that this little village exists in ear 
shot of a busy main road, please preserve it in the concrete jungle of Netherton  

There will be adverse effects both directly and indirectly to most of Thornton.  The increase in traffic 
on the already congested Moor Lane will create more difficulties for people in the side roads who 
have to access Moor Lane and from an increase in cars using these roads as short cuts.  Access to 
the green belt land for walkers, cyclists etc will be more difficult, and will be spoilt by noise and 
pollution from new road.  Suggestion: Place roundabout further over nearer Long Lane away from 
residential properties 

Put the road where it belongs on the original plan 

I am in full agreement with the proposal.  Our area is heavily congested with traffic and we will have 
even more when Ikea comes.  I would just request that once the project is complete that any 
landscaping that goes with it is properly maintained.  At present, the highways agency is extremely 
remiss in maintaining the landscaping alongside their roads  

Hopefully this is a start to a truck road from Brickwall Lane across Whabbs tip to Princess Way at 
Seaforth to alleviate Dunningsbridge Rd of dock traffic.  Hopefully the same consideration will be 
given to Copy Lane between the A59 and A5036 as to Lydiate Lane.  Recommend that in future 
news updates are delivered before an advertised exhibition instead of a month later.  This was 
delivered on 13/11/03  
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I would like to see the dual carriageway go through.  I live off the Perimeter Rd and to try and cross 
the road is just terrible with my grandchildren or my car  

I have had to get someone else to write this for me as I am blind, and I feel I wouldn’t be able to have 
my walk each day if there are buses up and down the lane  

The proposal is for a link between Switch Island and Thornton, when what is necessary is a road 
which by-passes Thornton.  We were part of the Thornton residents group that raised concerns of all 
the residents about the effect the increasing traffic flow on our lives.  This proposal benefits parts to 
the disadvantage of others.  It does not solve the problem.  The proposal may solve the congestion 
at Switch Island and Copy Lane, may even do so on parts of N. Perimeter Rd.  It will definitely reduce 
the effect on Green Lane and Lydiate Lane.  It will make life better, easier for traffic from Southport 
and Formby.  It will make life easier for all the travellers from the wider region who travel to Southport 
as visitors and tourists .  It does nothing, in fact it will make things worse for the residents of Moor 
Lane, Park View and Southport Rd.  The proposal will increase the traffic on these residential roads, 
increasing noise, pollution, making it even more difficult to access and leave their properties and also 
access the proposed new road.  The siting of a roundabout on the corner of Southport Rd and Park 
View will make the lives of the residents considerably worse.  It seems clear that no consideration 
has been given to the residents of Southport Road in this design.  The new road will collect all the 
increased traffic and dump it on to Southport Rd.  While we welcome the fact that our representatives 
and protests have resulted in a proposal removing the problem from many of our neighbours in 
Thornton, we cannot support a proposal that will clearly make our lives worse.  We hope that the 
design can be reconsidered  

Do not open road at Netherton Village Green for 2 way bus traffic – dangerous because of the two 
schools they would have to pass.  Don’t close any of the N. Perimeter Rd  

Don’t close part on the Northern Perimeter Rd  

It will mean extra traffic on Copy Lane between two schools and a church, putting childrens lives at 
risk and that is beside the pollution it will cause 

Don’t close N. Perimeter Rd.  Putting a bus route, two way traffic through Copy Lane and Village 
Green is insane, and an accident waiting to happen.  It is totally unfair to re-open road by the village 
green (Netherton) to allow two way bus traffic, there being two busy schools, I strongly object to this 
road being re-opened  

You will be endangering the safety of the residents of Lunar Drive, Apollo Way, Netherton Green and 
St Oswalds Lane  

Don’t want road re-opened at village green, Netherton for two way bus traffic as 2 schools to pass.  
Too dangerous.  Do not close all access to N. Perimeter Rd  

I agree to the link, but why close N. Perimeter Rd  

As this new road will use part of the existing N. Perimeter Rd, where will all the traffic go whilst new 
road under construction? 
If ‘buses only’ are to utilise Copy Lane in both directions, how will this be policed? 
How will Sefton Council ensure Copy Lane is not used as a rat run?  
Will there be a reduction in council tax for residents on Copy Lane due to increased noise and 
pollution?  
Why cant the proposed new road intersect Chapel Lane further North, thus solving the 
aforementioned questions? 

What evidence exists that such relief schemes are merely a temporary solution?  I would like Sefton 
MBC to open up the debate – not only to local residents, but to other interested groups.  I only got a 
copy of this because I rang Sefton, not trying to smother debate are we? 

Action must be taken immediately to reduce gridlocked traffic on Aintree Lane tailing back from 
Melling Rd to Dunningsbridge Rd – with lights at junction with Ormskirk Rd phased to allow only 3 
vehicles at each change – the same at Copy Lane/Dunningsbridge Rd.  Pedestrian crossing are 
essential crossing Aintree Lane and pathway to shops on Molyneux Way – a real death trap.  Act 
now before people are killed.  Why wasn’t this included in recent changes there which has cost so 
much  

Why was an option with a fly over Switch Island not been chosen?  Wouldn’t that option have 
reduced the amount of traffic Switch Island has to cope with 
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Plenty, but the last meeting I attended (Maghull Town Hall), everything you planned has not taken 
place, and your department is a waste of taxpayers money.  I am a very angry person and I still hold 
the blue route plans of years ago.  So much for Michael Heseltine putting the block on the original 
plans.  It must be a dual carriageway through to Ince Woods   

Copy Lane is a congested road beyond belief.  Weekends are worse and the more shops and 
superstores you agree to planning permission for the worse it becomes.  God help us when Ikea 
arrives.  Hopefully the new road may take traffic off our road  

I am disgusted to think that I have participated in this consultation process several times already, 
however, at this late stage there appears to have been a deliberate attempt to exclude Netherton 
residents from the exercise when we will in fact be affected the most by this crazy and cheap 
proposal.  If this goes ahead it will prove to be a nightmare for me and my neighbours, nobody will 
want to live here and the price of our properties will plummet.  Please re-consider and make the route 
go further North leaving the N. Perimeter Rd intact  

It would be a complete waste of money.  The roads are perfectly adequate and the people who live 
on them knew the roads were busy 

The traffic chaos currently being caused in the area needs urgent action.  People are spending hours 
per week waiting in traffic in the area 

I encourage my children to walk to school.  My husband cycles daily to work in Crosby.  I am 
concerned about the effect of the new road on traffic speed at the Southport/Long Lane junction.  At 
the moment the traffic lights afford predictable gaps in traffic flow for crossing into Ince Road.  My 
suggestion, (these are for other families with children in Tower Green) is at least a traffic Island or a 
mini roundabout. 

Grade separated junction at Brickwall Lane.  Free flow link to/from Southport Road  

Concerns: Single carriageway can’t cope with coming off motorway (3 lanes) to 1 lane.  Black spot by 
Roundhouse, Ince Woods.  Maybe additional traffic.  Important to have relief road facility in case of 
future road works or accidents on single carriageway 

Would the people who are proposing these changes like wagons and approximately 10 buses per 
hour passing by their front doors.  I don’t think so.  Who in their right mind would agree to this road 
going through a residential area with schools etc.  Are they looking for an accident to happen, or 
even worse a child being killed.  Could they live with that, I know I couldn’t 

There is a need to improve the situation for all residents, not just those in Thornton and Crosby.  If 
you had only asked Netherton residents then you would have got a no vote for the proposed route 
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